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Campuses face
space shortages
in dormitories
BY WARI.A KIUKNOUR
KUfl Writer
This fall KKi: officials and students
are facing a unique situation — the
shortage of space in university dormitories. In previous years the problems
faced by. men's and women's housing
staffs*~have not been evident to most
students, but this fall few could be
unaware of the fact that there are girls in
Martin Hall. And for those who prefer
privacy, a request for a private room was
almost unthinkable.
Eastern is not the only university
facing a housing shortage.
The
University of Louisville and Indiana
University both had a significant boost in
occupancy rates, with U of L having its
first full occupancy since at least 1970,
even though students are not required to
live on campus.
At I.U., some students were temporarily bedded in dormitory lounges,
but have now all been assigned to rooms.
The University of Kentucky is also at
maximum occupancy, but (his has been
true for the past several years there. Yet
Morehead and Murray still have several
vacant beds, and Western has 300
students with private rooms.
There have been many explanatons for
i he increases, with inflation being the one
generally agreed upon. The increasing

Parking
pleases
officials
J C
Powell. Vice President for
Administration and Billy Lockridge,
Director of Safety and Security, are
pleased with Eastern s parking facilities
liilorniat urn concerning parking at
Eastern was finally released lasi week
Powell said in a recent inlerv ie» . "We
are really in the best shape tor parking
ilns >ear that we've ever been

cost of living makes it more economical
for students to live in campus residence
facilities, whether single or married,
rather than in off-campus apartments,
which has been the trend in recent years.
Other factors such as relaxed dormitory regulations, the fuel shortage,
inadequate off-campus quarters, and
special services for dormitory students
may have alsc had some influence
According to the Dean of,Women, Mrs.
Jeanette Crockett, there have been lots of
studies on why the dorms are so full, and
she believes, "everything runs in a cycle,
we
are at the peak of our cycle now. I
think our situation is comfortable; I
don't like empty rooms. No more heat
and not much more light is necessary,
yet thesituaiion is more satisfactory. I
wish
we could
operate at
maximum all the lime."
Dean Crockett further explained the
reasons for Eastern's problem this
fall,"Eastern is a state institution and we
can never really set a cut-off date, since
we must take everybody Many students
weren't sure what they were going to do,
either get a job or come back to school.
"With the light job market, many
made last-minute decisions this summer
to apply for housing. These and 'walkons', (people who just show up)
significantly boosted housing enrollment.
Of course, operating at capacity
(Continued on Page 12)

There are 5086 unking deeal* issued la
- Itdeill s and 4550 spaces available This
is not ul say ilia I 4BHntudeni*d«m'l have a
place lo park their cars, because anyone
Ini /one S Ircslimcii can find a place to
park in the Coliseum lot
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Passing the bike
Two unideniified participants of the Delia Upsilon bike race las.
Saturday exchange their two-wheeler during the Men's 15-mile
cross-country race. Winners in the annual event received

*^~

rophies-and wo bikes were
following he races

given away in a drawing

In Story Book Victory'

Homecoming plans completed
BY JACKIE Bl'XTON
Staff Writer

Every bit helps
Mike Crane, a senior LEN major from
Caiiandaigla,
New
York.
gels
reassurance from Nurse Ann Nikitas as
lie donates a pint of his blood. The

American Red Cross Bloodmobile.
received nearly 600 pints of blood during
heir 2-day visit on campus.

"Jack in the Beanstalk", the "Tortoise
and the Hare", "Pjnocchio- Nose,"
and 'he
"Wizard of Oz" will be
parading around Richmond next
Saturday morning in celebration of
Homecoming 1974.
Grand Marshal
Colonel Col tin J. Boyd, a social science
professor retiring at the end of the year,
will lead over 14 floats designed around
the (heme "Story Book Victory".
Eastern's Marching Maroons along
with bands from Madison High, Madison
Central, Model School and possibly three
others, will provide marching music to a
number of units this year. The LexEttes BatonneCorps, the Golden Girls
Twirling Corps
oieika Shriners, Little
Colonels Drill Team and a color guard
formed by the Veteran's club are among
the performers.
"Miss Black Kentucky" Charlene
Turner, last years Queen Mona Waits,
the fifteen finalists, and (he Alumni
Association President Kenneth McCarty
will also be featured in the parade. A
winner, and a first and second runner-up
will be chosen from the story book floats;
one, "Murray Misses (he Boat", will be
in the running.
The parade will begin its march al the
corner of Lancaster and Park Drive and
travel toward Main Slreel. It will (urn
right on Summit Street, make a left on
Madison Drive, and will be released at
the corner of Kit Carson and Madison in
the parking area below Telford Hall
Circle-K
will
supervise
float
preparation at the Home Tobacco
Warehouse, building No. 2 on Walnut
Street. The warehouse will open Sunday.
October 27 with the hours of 3:30 to 10:30;
from 3:00 (o 10:30 on Monday through
Thursday, and will resume (he
preparations at 12:00 to 6.00 on Friday.
The line-up will begin Saturday al 5:30
a.m.
Louisville's Bobby Lance and the

BY Ml \lt \l I I HiiltSI
Staff Writer

Adlai
Stevenson...
'The world stands
on the edge
of a depression...'
« ..
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Sen. Adlai Stevenson III. D -III . told a
campus audience that "the world stands
on the edge of a depression.
while
speaking at Brock Auditorium as the 1974
Garvice Kincaid lecture r here recently.
According lo Stevenson, the problem is
a two-fold economic and energy crisis.
"Inflation is rampant in all the industrial
countries and the principal cause is oil.
Oil costs have quadrupled in little more
than a year throwing every country's
balance of payments into deficit." he
said.
Stevenson said that we don't face any
problems too large to surmount but
added. "The trouble here is that our
government doesn't know what lo do."
In view of the administrations's
recommendation to cut governmental
spending. Stevenson said that the place
to stari cutting was in the Pentagon
Budgei instead of cutting things like
welfare agency funds or veteran
benefits. "
Stevenson said. "An attack on energy
inflation is the key to H*e*fighl against
world-wide inflation and recession and
that means breaking the stranglehold of

Celtics and presentation of the fifteen
finalists
will
be
highlights
of'he Homecoming Dance in the Keen
Johnson Building, November 1 from 9
p.m. until 1 p.m.
The dangling feel of Raggedy Anne
and Raggedy Andy will greet peoples!
the entrance, and guide (heir eyes lo an
assortment of decorations from building
blocks lo the rainbow which will lead
Eastern (o a "hopeful victory".
Decorations for (he dance are provided
by CWENS.
Hanger Field is (he site for an afternoon of excilemenl beginning with (he
coronation festivities at 12:30 p.m.
President Robert Martin. Kenneth
McCar(y, and Student Senate President
Dave Gibson will take part in the
ceremony as Queen Mona Wails (urns
over her crown (o the new Homecoming
Queen.
Among this year's Homecoming Court
are: Patty Barber from Case Hall, Debbie
Darling, Vet's Club, Julie Holbrook,
Kappa Delia.Jern Hollencamp, Little
Colonel's Drill Team, Michal Holmes
from Telford Hall, Cathi Jones from Pi
Kappa Alpha, and Connie Kane, Delta
, Upsilon.
Others chosen are Chi Omega's Jackie
Kidd, Nancy Loll sponsored by Alpha
Delta Pi, Sherry Moore, Association of
US Army, Glenda Pearman from the
Baptist Student Union, and Mary Belh
Smith from Walters Hall. Toni Smith,
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Alpha,
Brenda Todd, Kappa Alpha Psi, and
Donna Wells represented by Palmer Hall
were also elected.
At 1:30 p.m. the EKU Colonels with a 30 OVC record will be challenged by the
Murray
Slate University Racers, who
presently hold a 5-1 standing in the OVC.
Last year Murray edged by Eastern with
a final score of 21-20. Coach Roy Kidd
says the Colonels chances for the victory
look "very
good."
The alumni

the international oil cartels.
"The U.S. should use bargaining efforts to bring down oil prices and if that
fails retaliate with all the wanted commodilies of industrialization" Stevenson
spoke in favor of the new Export
Administration Act which would give the
President powers of retaliation.
A national oil and gas company is
needed, according to Stevenson, to assert
the authority of Ihe U.S. government in
negotiations involving oil and in the
acquisition of foreign oil production
facilities.
Stevenson, believes it would be unwise
if the government undergoes any
program to produce less and al the same
time pay more for energy. "We need to
produce more, increase investment,
increase productivity, develop a more
competative economy, and lower fuel
prices. "
Stevenson stated that in view of the
world-wide food -shortage, we need to
produce more food. "We need to develop
strategic grain reserves and we need to
develop an export monitoring system to
identify short supply situations before.
Jhey reach crisis proportions."
Stevenson also saw the need to deyelop
x*n «gency to identify extrerntwagc and
I price increases.
Stevenson . was
in
favdr
of
strengthening the Cost of Living Council
and revising our lax system lo lake the

will be welcomed back

with a number of receptions and-open
houses. Beginning with registration al 9
a.m. Saturday'in the Keen Johnson
Building, refreshments will follow until
noon.
The Home Economics department in
(Continued on Page 12)

There are more parking spaces this
year than ever In-fore The Keenc Hall
lot has been enlarged and paved, the lot
on Kn Carson Drive has liecn doubled in
site, and an overflow tor the Hcglcy lot
has been built
Even though there are mill parking
decals issued lo faculty and stall and
only K*W spaces are available, there is
still no major parking problem (or these
people Mosl lacully members register
both their cars, but drive only one to
work Several faculty andslall members
also ride in car pools or walk
A parking garage has been considered
in Ihe pasl. tint research has shown thai it
would not be economical!) feasible,
The parking situation should get belter
before it gets worse because the new
nursing and lav. enforcement buildings
will have their own parking facilities
Another matter of concern lo most
students is parking tickets There have
been aboul 5000 tickets given up lo
Sepleml>er 20. There was a significant
decline in ihe number of tickets given
last year as compared to Ihe figures of
the preceding year. Aboul 4000 fewer
tickets were given in 73-74 than in 72-73.
When asked aboul Ihe difficulty of
finding a parking space Ixukridge said.
"I don't care -vliai zone you lake, since
Ihe Coliseum lot is available for all
people except zoneS freshmen, anyone '
regardless of what decal they have can
find a parking space in the Coliseum lot."

Senate to investigate
'alleged censorship'
BY DIANA TAYLOR
Staff Writer
In one of its lengthiest meetings of the
year, the Student Senate Tuesday
overwhelmingly passed a motion by
Senator David Wentz to establish a
committee to investigate the charges of
alleged censorship in regard lo sludenl
publications.
During debate over the resolution, the
PROGRESS came under direct attack.
In support of the motion. Senator Rusty
Seesle staled that, in his opinion, the
PROGRESS is not an informative paper
He feels that there are "things happening
on campus that need to be published, but
aren't". A possible reason for this, according to Seesle, is that someone within
the university administration quases the
news before it reaches the PROGRESS.
Senator Roger Burke then yielded the
floor to Ken (Juliette, former managing
editor of the PROGRESS, who told the
group that "the paper is not run by Ihe
university and the staff can print
anything they want". However, when
questioned by Burke. Gullette conceded
lhat the university can indirectly control
the editor.
A committee composed of Wentz and
additional student senators will now be
set up to investigate the matter. Exactly
what route the committee will take has
not been revealed.

burden* of the middle and lower income
brackets.
We should tap our vast leadership
sources, according to the senator. "The
people are not effectively represented
now. I believe Ihe answer is fundamental
to our system:
government Tor the
people."
According to Sen. Sievenson. il will
take innovative leaders to overcome our
problems, not leaders who depend on Ihe
outdated principles of the "old-time
religion."
"This old-time religion' of indiscriminate budget -cutting and a
restricted
monetary
policy
will
exasperate shortages, mean fewer goods
in a lesser paid world, will put more
people out of work, and by reducing the
over-all supply will lead to higher
prices." said Sievenson.
In a question and answer session,
Sievenson said that he fell Nixon's
pardon was a mistake. He said, "Let's
leave enforcement of the law to the law."
He said lhat he approved of pardons only
after the judicial process had run it
,.course
Sfevenson was elected to the senatei in
-W70.-oi,d ^roiiis "the seat occupied formerly by the late Sen. Everett M
Dnksen. Prjor to the senate election.
S'exenson_had been an Illinois slate
representative'and had served a"s state
rea surer.

Additional
business included a
motion by Senator Thomas Schu.lt/
requesting Ihe homecoming committee
to revise its rules lo provide for Ihe
popular election of a homecoming queen
in place of selection of that queen by a
special committee of judges. Schultz's
argument for the resolution was that
although students elect Ihe top 15
finalists. Ihe ullimale choice of a
homecoming queen does not lie with the
sudent body, rather with a committee
non-representative of the campus
community. Schultz's motion passed on
a rollcall vote of 21 in favor, 20 against
and one abstention.
Carolyn Suite's
motion thai the vote counie be sent lo the
homecoming committee with Ihe request
was also passed.
In a similar vein, Roger Burke's
motion that the homecoming committee
be requested to release the vote lotaMor
the 15 elecled finalists, including anyone
running as a write-in candidate, was
approved.
The problem of inflation was also on
the agenda.
Senator David Combs
proposed and the Senate passed a motion
lhat the body ask the Office of Business
Affairs to contact the campus vending
machine company lo obtain information
■ Continued on Page 12)
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The Eastern Progress

Dean Lewis replies to CUC editorial
The latest Progress editorial
on CUC and general education
was more erroneous and
therefore more damaging to the
campus academic community
than was your first attempt.
Your follow-up showed no
awareness of your earlier
complete failure to prove a case
based upon false information.
You should have apologized;
instead you compounded past
mistakes.
The following factual errors or
erroneous implications in the
editorial require correcting (not
"clarifying").
(1) There are noGSC sciences
required by either CUC or the
University. Students may select
their six hours of laboratory
science from general education
science courses listed in Biology,
Chemistry, Geology, and
Physics.
(2) GSS courses are not absolute CUC requirements;
History 202 and History 203 may
meet the same requirements.

College of Education. Some of
these are coaches.
All are
"professionals." (6)1 have been
at Eastern since 1946 (not 1966).
CUC was founded in 1966.
(7) CUC does "care enough to
see what its advisors are doing."
Every student's schedule is
reviewed after each registration
and a comprehensive report is
sent to each advisor's chairman
and Dean, as well as to the Vice
President for Academic Affairs.
(8) Despite an implication in the
editorial to the contrary the
overwhelming majority of CUC
advisors' (79-7) are faculty
members in their advisees'
prospective major departments.

In addition to propounding
these obvious errors, the
editorial also misquoted me or
misrepresented my comments
on GSP 281, as indicated below:
(1) In the interview with your
editorial writer, I made no
mention at all of graduate
students teaching GSP 281. My
references were to GSP 180-181.
(1) There are no GSC sciences Even these were misquoted.
required by either CUC or the
(2) I did say GSP 281 had not
University. Students may select been evaluated by the General
their six hours of laboratory Education Committee and that
science from general education no other departmental course
science courses listed in Biology had been evaluated by the
Chemistry, Geology, and Committee either, but I also
Physics. (2) GSS courses are not pointed out that the Department
absolute CUC requirements; of Health has evaluated the
History 202 and History 203 may course a number of times and
meet the same requirements.
has also re-organized the con(3) The Personal and Com- tent.
munity Health course is GSP 281,
(3) I certainly did not say that
notGSH281. (4) GSP 180 and 181
should have been included as any GSP 281 faculty members
CUC requirements. (5) Faculty were not professionals. I said
members who teach GSP 281 are that teachers of the course were
all qualified members of the members of the Department,
Department of Health in the professionally trained in the

field, with a number holding
the terminal degree (doctorate).
I do not remember any reference
of mine to "half and half"
anything. It is true, however,
that approximately 50 percent of
the faculty are part time
(coaches) and also approximately 50 percent hold
doctorates.
(The University
faculty percentage is approximately 53 percent).
Neither of these categories or
their opposites are synonyms for
"professionals."
(4) I was also misrepresented
as saying that the Health and
Physical Education faculties
would raise "a storm" if the
curriculum were changed and
that I didn't "want to fight with
them." This reference was to
the difficulty in getting any
changes through the General
Education Committee and to the
likelihood of stormy protests
from every department involved
when change intheir courses are
proposed. I said I didn't want to
fight with the Health and
Physical Education faculties
because they had been
reasonable, cooperative, and
supportive of general education,
in comparison with other
departments.
Your editorial writer could
have commented more effectively on GSP 281 if she had
talked with Dr. Herman Bush,
the Chairman of the Department
of Health, as I suggested that she
;do.
He could have informed her that GSP 281
has been evaluated by the
Student Senate in a student poll
which indicated a decisively

favorable majority for the
course. This was a fact I didn't
know at the time of the interview.
It might also have prevented
distortion if I had been afforded
the courtesy of confirming
quotations and paraphrases of
my statements.
I requested
this at the end
of the
interview but it was not
done.
This kind of hurried and
prejudicial editorializing, based
upon incorrect facts and
distorted inferences, defeats the
pupose to which I assume we all
subscribe — namely, improving
the quality of academic
programs through careful investigation ad constructive
criticism. When the Progress
really undertakes this task I will
be a most enthusiastic contributor to the process.
Dean
CUC

..Note:

. .The Journalist's Creed says a
journalist "should write only
what he holds in his heart to be
true."
The reporters and
editors or the PROGRESS all
conform to this high ideal and
we continually strive to meet
our responsibility as "trustees
for the public." The writer of
the CUC editorial did not
deliberately
misquote
or
misrepresent the comments of
Dr. Hyde J. Lewis. Both the
editorial staff of the Progress
and Dean Lewis agree that the
interview should have been
taped. We regret that it wasn't.
Delma J. Francis
Editor

Schultz tries to strike blow for men's liberation

He admits, "In the beginning
when I thought of running, it was
jokingly. I wanted to see how far
I could get, but," he added,
"when I found out the views of
the administration, it wasn't so
funny anymore."

Schultz has a legitmate point
when he insists he meets the
criteria of a pre-candidate. He's
a full-time student, he's not on
social probation, he has a 2.0
average or better, and he's never
been married.
Nowhere in the rules for the
preliminary competition does it
state that a candidate has to be
female. And as for the titlehomecoming "queen." If a guy
is gutsy enough to allow himself
to be called a queen, who's to
argue with him?
On the other hand, it's easy to
sympathize with the committee,
whose job is to coordinate and
plan a series of traditional activities. What's traditional about
a
man
being
elected
homecoming queen?
As little as two or three years

Letters to the Editor:
Dear Editor:
This is in response to the
recent letters concerning open
house and the "Surely You
Jest" column on open house. To
begin with, there
is no
regulation concerning feet on
the floor during open house
There has never been a
regulation stating that feet
must be on the floor The only
regulations that the students
must be concerned with are.
that the guests must enter and

\

ago, male ego would not even
have allowed for the possibility
of such a thing.
According to J.W. "Spider"
Thurman, chairman of the
committee, the vote to disallow
Schultz's
candidacy was
unanimous.
"The general
feeling," said Thurman, "was
that he is trying to make a farce
of the whole thing, but if he is
sincere,
next year the
homecoming committee will
take another look at the thing
and come up with a contest for
homecoming king and queen."
But that doesn't please Schultz
who wants to be in the running
this year and for queen. There
were posters up throughout the
campus prior to Tuesday's
election, urging that voters write
in Schultz for queen, and no

doubt some did.
In an earlier interview with the
Progreaa Schultz said, "No
matter what happens this year,
I'm going to run again next
year."
Schultz,
a
25-year-old
sophomore will be around two
more years, and chances are
he'll .:it »rlj iuu again in '75
h"U» also in '76.
Is that what the homecoming
committee wants? Obviously
not but by refusing to allow
Schultz's candidacy, they are
i.dding fuel to the fire of his
determination.
Why not let this fad die a
natural death as did those
previously rampant among
collegians—eating goldfish,
stuffing telephone booths and,
more recently, streaking?

On Open house, General Education requirements

exit only through the lobby
entrance, theymust be signed-in
and signed out. and they must
be escorted.
During open
house, the doors must be kept
open.
The other regulations are
pertaining to house council and
supervision. I feel that these
regulations have been explained a number of times and
there should not be any confusion over open house. I want

to urge all students to participate in open house so we can
make this policy work.

like to reply to Assistant take 30 hours of courses* in
Professor Gurganus's letter in his field, the music major must
the Oct. 10 issue of the take approximatley
80
PROGRESS.
It is not the hours of music (Bachelor of
university requirements in Music, 72-74 catalogue).
general that we object to: this is
When one also has to take SO
a university and not a con- to 60
hours of general
servatory.
The frustrating requirements, this results in
aspect
of
the
general heavy loads and a lack of
requirements is the amount of freedom to choose courses in
time they require.
other areas of interest

If there are any more
questions concerning open
house, I wish students would
contact me at the Student
Association Office. _
Karen Lane
Vice-president
Student Association
Dear Editor.
As listed in the catalogue, the
As a music major. I would political science major must

•361

,

A queen by any other name...

The newest fad bombarding
college campuses nationwide
has made itself known here—a
male running for homecoming
queen. But unlike such schools
as Stanford University and
Tennessee Tech who are taking
it all in stride, Eastern's
homecoming committee chose to
make an issue of Tom Schultz's
candidacy.
Schultz was denied the right to
file an application, even though
he had a sponsor—the Civil
Liberties Union.

I'll be the best little "Queen"
this campus has ever seen

Clyde J. Lewis

Lee Blasius
Box 183
Mattox Hall

It '11 be fire next time

16(1

b3
"TiB

cite this affair as further
evidence of our government's
decadence. Evangelists will call
for the fire and brimstone to rain
down upon our modern-day
Gomorrah. ,
But those in Washington know
better. They're busy building
arks, despite the rainbow.
They've seen the Watergate
break open and spill a Bay of
Pigs into the Tidal Basin. They
think the flood's a-coming.

Following is an editorial

\

which appeared in Ike
Kentucky Kernel, independent
paper of the University of
Kentucky.

Has anyone noticed "the
preponderance of Washington
scandals which involve aqueous
symbols? There was Teapot
Dome, Bay of Pigs , Watergate,
and now the ominous-souding
TIDAL Basin Incident.
The Tidal Basin Incident, for
those who don't know, is not the
latest Agatha Christie novel.
One could say (to stay in a fluid
vein) that it was Wilbur Mills'
Waterloo.
Representative Mills of
Arkansas, chairman of the
powerful House Ways and Means
Committee, was stopped by
Washington park police about 2
a.m. last Monday. The car in
whic Mills was riding was
traveling at "an unreasonable
speed without any lights on,
according to reports filed by
park police. Mills was described
by police as "intoxicated," with
cuts and scratches on his face.
One of the occupants of the car,
Annabella Battistella, ran from
police and jumped into the
nearby Tidal Basin, which is
part of the Potomac River backwaters.

Editors shift
to new jobs
Due to a recent job turnover
among the ranks of the Progress,
several members of the staff
have been shifted to new
positions.
Jan Hensley, former Editorial
Assistant is now News Editor,
Sharon Davidson, former
Academics Editor is serving as
Fine Arts Editor, with Frances
Kennedy assuming the position
of Organizations Reporter. The
new Managing Editor will be
announced at a later date.
Contrary to rumor, no
member of the Progress
editorial staff was fired.
Resignations were submitted for
personal reasons.

True to Washington tradition,
Mills attempted to cover the
thing up. His administrative
_ Member:
assistant, Oscar Eugene Goss,
f Associated Collegiate Press Association
denied the next day that Mills
_ Columbia Scholastic Press Associatio
ij&j National Newspaper Service
was involved in the incident, a
:•& Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Prer
statement that was later
>:';• Association
declared inoperative since the
•:|: Represented for national advertising b>ji
affair had been filmed by a local
>:■: the National Education Advertising
television cameraman.
£ Service, Inc., NY., N.Y.
To further compound Mills'
:£ Published each Thursday during
troubles, local
reporters
:j:j: regular school year except for vacatk
discovered that Battistella was a
:-:,:: and examination periods at Eastern!
former stripper (known as
>:■: Kentucky University by authority of the
x
"Firecracker") in a nightclub
Board of Regents through the Student
called "The Silver Slipper".
Publications Board. Opinions expressed
herein are these of student editors or
Recent newspaper accounts
other signed writers. These opinions do
report that Mills is the butt of not
not necessarily represent the views of the
a few jokes on Capitaol Hill,
University.
Advertising appearing
among them the doggerel verse
within this newspaper is Intended to help
lines: "She was only a stripper
the reader buy. Any raise or misleading
advertising should be reported to the
from the Silver Slipper, but she
business manager The Eastern
had her ways and means."
Progress, fourth lloor, Jones Building. :•?
Mills has called the incident
Second-class postage paid at Richmond,:::;
"embarassing
and
Kentucky, 40475.
humiliating."Apparently no one
Staff Members:
Wayne Boblitt. Cathy Balar. Bren §
has registered Battistella's
Barton. Sharalee Borst. Jackie BuxtonJ:
feelings about the event, but we
Rob Donohoe. Steve Flalrty, Kalkyf
wonder if she hasn't .more cause
Gallaher. Julie Hoyt, Ken Jones. Susan?
than Mill
to be chagrined.
Lennon. Monica Llppy, Keith Xiner.j
After all, what decent stripper
Connie Parrlsh. Maria Ridenour. Steve J,
g Rubin. Bill Stapleton, Keith Steer. Diana?:
wants to have her name dragged
»-,,-.-w s»m white.;;;:
through the. mud by j&ief*' ■»» -^"'
association with a congressman?
;;j;
|
Strippers have pride too.
SI
1
Undoubtedly some cynics will
■fc8eS888few»^cconocoiccn]conotP"Mooownioooit
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At Eastern concert

Murray, Davis capture audience attention
BY SHARON DAVIDSON
Fine Arts Editor

Dressed in a green velvet and
rhinestoned pantsuit with her
blond hair in a thousand ringlets,
Anne Murray confronted the
Alumni Coliseum audience. She
preceded Mac Davis Thursday,
October 3, in one of Eastern's
liveliest concerts.

Blue Magic concert on Halloween
Blue Magic will present a show on Eastern's campus next Thursday.
The group will replace Harry Chapin, who was previously scheduled for
the same evening. Due to other career committments, Chapin has been
rescheduled for the spring semester.

Playhouse begins new year
The baked chicken in tomato
sherry-wine sauce is not the only
delicious thing now playing at
the Diner's Playhouse
in
Lexington.
Celebrating their
first anniversary, the Diner's
Playhouse has selected a fantastic play, The Fantasticks.

It's a great was to celebrate
a
first anniversary, and if
Diner's Playhouse continues
offering entertainment like this,
it will be around for many years.

Miss
Murray
captured
audience attention with her
sense of humor and her apparent
enjoyment of entertaining. Her
repertoire not ortly included pop
hits such as
"Snowbird,"
"Danny's Song," and "Love
Song," but also a variety of other
types of music ranging from old
rock-n-roll to country.
Miss Murray performed an
early '60's hit entitled "I Know,"
and her recent hit "You 'won't
See Me," a Beatles' cut from
1966. She also sang "HeThinks I
Still Care," which has recently
placed her on the country charts.
The song was first recorded by
country singer George Jones as
"She Thinks I Still Care."
Although
Miss
Murray
received a standing ovation, it
was Mac Davis who drew the
crowd (especially the females)
closer to the stage with an old
Tom Jones technique. Davis,
dressed in an embroidered

It's a musical featuring some
strong voices, fine characterization, and hilarious comic
relief by Saul Caplan and
Edmund Desiato as Mortimer
and Henry.
On the surface, The Fantasticks is a boy-meets-girl, boy1 oses-girl, boy-gets-girl-back
type of plot. But it also makes
comment on the generation gap,
the deterioration of a relationship between people, and the
blindness to human.needs that
plagues society.
Very funny sketches involve
the parents of Matt and Luisa
(the parents played by Martin
Ambrose and Bill Nave). They
do a song and dance number
complete with hats and canes
that would make vaudeville
envious.
Another funny sequence is The
Rape Song, when the Narrator
plans with the fathers to attack
Luisa so Matt can save her and
be a hero. And The Rape Ballet,
thanks to Saul Caplan and
Edmund Desiato, is one of the
funniest scenes ever presented
locally.
The honest acting and strong
voices help smooth the rough
spots inherent in musicals. All
the songs were well timed and
flowed smoothly with the script.
Easily recognized is the play's
big hit "Try To Remember."

'Fantasticks' at Diner's Playhouse
Stephen McRay is the gallante Narrator in The Fantasticks, the
musical which is currently playing at the Diner's Playhouse. The
Fantasticks, the world's longest running musical, will be presented
nightly through November 17. For reservations, call at their
Lexington number, 299-8407.

white, western-cut shirt and trim
black pants, swiveled his way
across the stage. He began his
end of the concert with his hit
from the summer."She's a Hell
of a Woman"
Davis also sang a string of
songs that got him started in the
music field as a writer, but were
recorded by other artists.
Among these were "Memories,"

of the show with his crowd
pleasing "poor boy" musical
techniques. Before ihe session
was over, most of the audience
was "Oohing." "Eehing." and
"Ahhing." and almost faint from
hyperventalation.
The audience joined Davis in
the finale, echoing the lyrics, 'i
believe in music. I believe in
love. '" A good feeling. A great
time.

Elvis Presley's hit.""In the
Ghetto." and •Something's
Burning." which was recorded
by Kenny Rogers and the First
m Edition.
After a series of lively songs.
Davis did what he called his
"quiet time for the older folks in
the crowd." which included his
hit. "Whoever Finds This. I Love
You." He encouraged audience
participation during the last part

Local professors exhibit works of art
Darryl Halbrooks, painting
instructor at Eastern, was
awarded $500 for his painting
titled Bananas Which Have Been
Fired Upon by .22 Short Hollow
Points at a Range of TwentyFive Feet"
The money was given by the
Commission as a purchase
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PHONE B23-4267

20JQHI LANE

SIGHTS &
SOUNDS

U

drawings on the campus Oct. 15Nov. 1. The exhibit will be held
in the Giles Gallery in the
Campbell Building. The show's
opening is scheduled for 7:30 to
9:30 p.m., Oct. 15

award in Exhibition 280 at
Huntington Galleries. Huntington. W. Va..
Donald Dewey, assistant
professor of art and printmaker
at Eastern, will present an
exhibition of his prints and

■I
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Lennon 's new Ip
one of his best
John Lennon's new album,
"Walls and Bridges," is
highlighted by fantastic string
arrangements and a great brass
section called Little Big Horns.
The album includes Lennon's
recently
released
single,
"Whatever Gets. You Through
the Night," with Elton John on
'liarmony.
Although the entire album is
good, its high points are the slow
songs. "Bless You," a balladtype song, carries the listener
away with the floating tones of
the electric piano played by Ken
Ascher, and a brief but well done
trumpet solo.
"Steel
and
Glass,"
a
somewhat faster song, begins
with a finger-style guitar solo,
and is very much like some of the
later Simon and Garfunkle
music. The string section sets
off "Dream" with its beautiful
crescendos and echoes of the
melody.
The most outstanding cut on
the album is "Nobody Loves You
(When You're Down and Out)."
It begins with acoustic guitar,
and the vocal is backed by a
strong brass arrangement. The
title of the song actually sums up
what the words have to say about
show business.
Although the slow songs are
the most outstanding, Lennon
omits nothing from his album.
"Beef Jerky," the only instrumental on the album, has a
beginning that is reminiscent of
the theme from "2001, a Space
Odyssey." Lennon even includes
a little soul beat with "What You
Got" and a cut called "Scared,"
which comes complete with
coyote howls.
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Dr. Hansson elected second
vice president of National
Association of Technology
BY SI SAN LENNOX
Slaff Writer

DOWNTOWN
RICHMON
I NEXT TO
KROGER
Mi rro 4- Quart

Corn Popper
•M-9224-40
Makes delicious popcorn without
shaking or
stirring.
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Technolog> Depl.. Hansson held
ihe position of chairman of
Industrial Technology.
A native of Chicago. Dr.
Hansson moved to Sweden
at
two and lived 50 miles south of
the Artie Circle for the next 20
years.
For Hansson who
learned to ski at age four, this
was the only means of crosscountry traveling to and from
school
Twenty years ago In the
isolated portions of Northern
Sweden, high quality craft
production was the main concern.
Although limes have
changed. andHansson believes
the Swedes higher educational
system is now equal to the
I'S's college, it was tKen. was
unthinkable.
While In Sweden Hansson's
activities
included
lumberjacking.
working
in
manufacturing
and
construction and participating in
such sports as ice hockey and
soccer
Dr. Hansson was also once in
both the Swedish and the U.S.
Air Force. After moving back
to the U.S., Hansson earned his
B.S. from Southern Illinois.
Later, he taught Industrial Arts
outside Chicago in a local high
school.
In addition, Dr. Hansson has
taught electronics and metalsai
the University of Missouri,
where he earned the Ph. D. in
industrial educalion and Ihe
master of education degrees.
He has also had numerous
articles published in several
educational and technical
magazines.

Applications for

Sorority Mascots
Giftware-Houseware

and Plumbing Shop

LIMIT 1
DISCOUNT PRICE

200 2-PLY
SHEETS

Dr
Kenneth
Hansson,
Associate dean of Applied Arts
and
Technology
hasbeen
elected second vice presideni of
■he National Association of
Industrial Technology
Dr. Hansson. who is also a
professor
of
industrial
education and technology, was
elected at the Association's
recent
annual
conference
at the Univesity ol WisconsinStout.
His responsiblities will include the chairmanship of the
membership
committee,
membership on the executive
committee, and assistance to
the first vice president in

planning the annual conference
in Californianexi summer.
"Dr. Hansson's election by
the entire membership is indicative of the high regard hi9'
peers have for his personal and
professional ability", according
lo C.E Slrandberg. executive
secretary of the Association,
which has headquarters in
Charleston, 111
Now, a resident of .Richmond,
Hansson came to Eastern in
1966 as chairman of the Kentucky School of Crafts. He was
coordinator of the Title III craft
project and director vor the
fellowship program which
taught usage of wood, pottery
and textiles.
Before becoming associate
dean of the Applied Arts and

May and August

j

graduation are
due in Oct. 31.
They may be
picked up in the
office of the dean
of your college.

Deep in thought
The rax me stands for many t lungs to Eastern
Students. It offers relaxation, entertainment
and solitude Fur Debbie Kidenour right at
lie mi'iiu'ii' ;l oilers a reluge ID gel some

New Bachelor of Arts degree
now offered in chemistfy"
Main
people associate
chemistry with science rather
than art. It may have caught
them by surprise when Eastern
started offering a Bachelor of
Arts degree in Chemistry.
However, according to D.r
Morris Taylor, professor of
Chemistry and CUC advisor for
Chemistry majors, this type of
program has been offered for
several years on colleg campuses across the country
Recently Dr. Harry M.
Smiley chairman
of
the
Chemistry department, taked
about the program, first started
in 1972. and what it means for
Chemistry majors.
Dr. Smiley said "Ithink there
was a sudden realization by all
of us in the department that
there are many careers young
people can have these days
which do not require the hours
of Chemistry that the B degree
has in it. but still would require
some Chemistry."
Some of the careers that Dr".
Smiley named were a science
editor or writer, a teachnical
librarian.
and
a
food
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Neither Dr Taylor, or Dr
Smiley feel thai they can say
whether the progaram is a
success or a failure They feel
lhat two years is Ion early In
judge the program
However. Dr Ta> lor did stale
lhat he was afraid the message
■bod the new program wasn I .
goint out to future students soon
enough He fell that guidance
counselors were mil lhat aware ■ II
of the new program and e\
pressed Ihe hope that with the
progra now out that sludenls
could find out about the
program by themselves
Dr. Smiley concluded. "In.'/.o
introducing a program like this i
we. at leasl in Ihe Chemistry i. I
department approach il with
fear and tramliling you might
say becuasc we don't really like
the idea of introducing new
programs unless we Icel thai it lu
is going lo be a career benefit IttlKuri
the students and we fell lhat this'.'
would be Nalurallyiliere'ssome
chance in li
We'd feel pretly
bad if we led some people
astray and reccommended this
program to Ihem and things
„
didn't (urn out well for them.
But we don 'i feel Ihis will be the
case."

Haunted house tour
a chilling experience

SupeRx-Ni-Time

Crest
Toothpaste

since not so many hours were
required in chemistry with a
Bachelor of Arts degree the
student was free to choose more
elec lives
Said Dr. Smiley." We encourage them to use those thirty
to thirty-five hours to build up
another area of interesl and by
so doing they can combine two
things." This was the principle
reason for the BA program.

Dr. Taylor, stated. "This
program is especially attractive to girls because they
don't necessarily want to go
through all this rather extensive
program cause they may not
want to work full time
They
may have to go with their
husbands where they can't get a
job in research. They could do
things like leach, be a lab
technicaian. go into crime lab.
It fits an awful lot of needs and I
think the student figure this our
rather quickly."
Pam Steck. a senior agrees.
"During my freshman year I
started out on a Bachelor of
Scince. and I just didn't see
really what I could do with it
technoligist.
I's just be a chemistry major
Dr. Smiley went on to say that and probably just work ih a
lab."
.., 1
u '-

LIMIT 1
DISCOUNT PRICE

Nyquil

- mixing done. She is a graduate assistant in
I Musical Education and is from Marion.
Ohio

"Whent Wt Do TKt S^p>ot TW,s Exceed^ vuell"

SupeRx Green Oral

FREE
DELIVERY

I Mouthwash

l"f'% 64

AFTER 4:00 P.M.

Sandwiches, Spaghetti
Lasagna
Veal Parmeson

TIME TO SEE THE DOCTOR
when you're confined
to your bed
when you want to
paint the town
red...

Moving to
new Location
Soon
Old Tolly Ho Building
next to University Inn
OUR FAMOUS =
"SICILIAN PIZZA"

SUPERX DISCOUNT-PRICED
PK&ZRIPTIONS CAM HUP!

623-7147

one reasqn whyjpe Ijllover
52,000 prescriptions a day

/-

Looking for something lo do
this weekend'
Take a walk
through a haunted house
located on the left about one
mile from campus on Lncaster
Road
0
A visit to the haunted house
will bring back memories of
those lazy Saturday afternoons
of childhood when you sat
watching your favorite monsters at ihe local theater's hooro
whow, being scared to death
and loving it.
Now there's one difference
You'll be an active participant,
wandering through Ihe rooms
from which howls, screams and
groans emanate.
You'll be greeted by all the
tenants of the house — the flesh

and
blood
Wolfman.
Frankenstein monster and
others. Additional features of
the house include Ihe torture
chamber, coffin room, ihe
tunnel of darkness and the
world of
people made of
stone.
On your way oul, slow down
enough to say hello lo the
mystery caller in the old phone
booth.
The haunted house, which will "Ibe open from 7-10:30 p.m.
nightly through Halloween
(October 31), is jointly sponsored by WEKY and the Rich
mond Jaycees.
The entrance price is $1 for
adult s and 50 cents for children
All proceeds will go to United
Cerebral Palsy of the Bluegrass
toward Ihe approximately
$6,000 goal necessary to.open a

■
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For U.N. seminar

Eastern students spend week in 'New York City
BV T.O. .MOOKK
UNITED NATIONS, N.Y.Twenty
Eastern
sludenls
completed a one week course on
ihe United Nations and World
Affairs here last week.
The
group spent five days at the
United Nations Building in
briefings with representatives
of several foreign countries and
in regular meetings of the U.N.
Co-sponsored
by
the
Department of Political Science
and the EKU Council on
International Relations and
United
Nations
Affairs
'CIKUNAi. the seminar was
offered to both undergraduate
and graduate students
Dr
Tae-Hwan
Kwak,
Associate Professor of Political
Science at Eastern directed the
seminar, one of several in the
past few years.
Dr. Kwak
explained l he purpose of the two
credit hour seminar as "an
opportunity for students to
observe first hand the daily
functions of the U.N. and also
learn about the foreign policy of
the United Slates and other
nations by talking with members of the various nations'
missions to the U.N."
The seminar focused on the
main world issues of the day:

'ha Middle East. Cyprus,, the
racial situation in South Africa,
world population, the move for
re-unification of Korea and the
upcoming International
Women's Year scheduled for
IWS.
„0n Monday, Oct. 14, Tomio
Mori, of the Japanese mission to
the U..V, briefed the seminar on
Japan's changing role in the
world organization, notii
>ial
Japan now holds a two-year
position on the Security Council,
the peacekeeping body of the
UN.
Later that afternoon, the
group sat in on a session of the
General Assembly during which
the member nations voted to
allow representatives of the
Palestinian
Liberation
Organization to appear before
the body during its upcoming
discussions on the question of
Palestine in the Middle East.
The vole, which made frontpage news the following day in
the New York Times, was 105 to
4 with 20 abstentions. The U.S.
was one of the four nations
voting against the resolution.
Briefing on Cyprus
R. Ginden. first secretary of
the Turkish mission to the UN..
briefed the group on the recent

crisis on the island of Cyprus in
he Mediterranean
Several
nations, such as Greece, were
asked to brief the seminar on
their nations foreign policies,
but refused for different
reasons
Familiar with the
workings of the U N and international affairs. Dr. Kwak
was able to secure speakers for
the seminar through his experience with many of the
foreign representatives.
In mid-week, the group met
in midtown Manhattan at the
Institute for World Order where
university program director Dr.
Michael Washburn explained
the organization's role in
changing altitudes on world
affairs through the preparation
of college textbooks on the
subject.

racial segregation
The
Secretariat stall and foreign
diplomat explained that South' delegations
Africa is in a state of great'Trip based on intrrrst
change, and is slowly moving
away from the apartheid
Before flying to New York for
system
he seminar, the students spent
three class sessions on campus
Soxiet policy and culture
wrh preparatory lectures and
filmsirips
In addition to the
The So^ke' mission sen'
work already completed, a
diplomat N Rudenko to speak
research paper will be required
to the group on Soviet foreign
of he participants on a topic
policy and culture
Rudenko
relating to international affairs
expressed his country's hope of
further improvements in L.S.Sere Rubin, president of the
Russian relations in respect to local CIRL'NA club and a
t he development sol the last lew
years in detente

A representative of South
Africa spoke to the group on his
country's policy of apartheid, or

j/ you like

veteran of several
I N
seminars, said during the stay

mzm

in New York :his trip wouldn't
have been possible were it not
tor Dr Kuak's leadership in
organizing the thing He does i:
all by himself, you know, lining
up speakers and scheduling the
sessions.
He usually decides
whether to try to have a
seminar each semester on the
basis ol previous student
participation and enthusiasm I
think this year we had a real
good group and heard some
very interesting speakers."

The only place for you is
-

Richmond Jaycees
In addition
to
hearing
diplomats from foreign countries, the seminar studied the
various agenices and programs
conducted by the U.N

HAUNTED HOUSE
Oct. 23-31

U.S. role in (he f.N.
Later the same day, a
briefing was held at (he U.S.
mission to the U.N in which
First Secretary James Dobbins
explained the nature of the U.S.
role in the U.N. and gave
highlights of current U.S.
foreign policy.

■<

Secretan at officials briefed
the seminar on U.N efforts in
development of Third World
nations, population control,
international peacekeeping,
political affairs, budgetary
problems of the U.N. and the
changing role of women in international politics.

Out LANCASTER RO

7-10:30 pm
IV, mi (on left)

A

PIZZA PALACE

Featuring Frankenstein, Wolf Man and other}
♦

Halloween Surprises

110 S. Second St.

Proceeds to United Cerebral Pjlty

623-5400

ot the Btueirast open concern

Part of one day of the seminar
was devoted to the Dag Hammerskold Library used by the

Taylor, Gregory added to
Special Education Department
Replacing the late Mrs. Sue
Harris in the Special Education
Department are Mrs. Katherine
Taylor and Mrs. Mary Gregory.
Mrs. Taylor has taught al
Eastern before in the Springs of
'72 and 73. but Mrs. Gregory is
new to the faculty.
Originally from Knoxville,
Tennessee. Mrs. Gregory obtained her B.A. from the
University of Tennessee and her
Masters from the University of
Kentucky. She is now a resident
of Ml. Vernon where her
husband practices law.
Mrs. Taylor attended the
public schools of Richmond, the
Normal School in Wilberforce,
Ohio, and received her A.B.
from Kentucky Stall-University
with a major in English.a minor
in history.
In 1949. Mrs. Taylor was
chosen as one of the first 29
black students permitted to
enter the University of Kenlucky where she received her
M.A. degree with a emphasis
on speech correction.
Mrs. Gregory is teaching two
courses
which
include.
Articulation Disorders and
Stuttering and Voice Disorders,
while Mrs. Taylor leaches a
course in Behavior Modification
and a survey course in Speech
Correction.
Teaching classes only on
Tuesdays and Thursdays. Mrs.
Gregory devotes the rest of the
week to her private practice as
a speech pathologist.
Mrs.
Taylor and Mrs. Gregory are
members of the American
Speech
and
Hearing
Association.
Mrs. Taylor is active in many

civic anc service organizations.
She is a member of the Board of
Directors of Telford Community
Center,
Women's
Literary Club, and the Richmond League of Women Voters.
As a member of the executive
committee of the International
Council
for
Exceptional
Children, Mrs. Taylor was effective in persuading Governor
Wendell Ford to establish the
week of May 5-11, 1974 as
Exceptional Children's Week.
Mrs. Taylor has traveled in
Europe, most of the Caribbean
Islands, Mexico, and all but two
of the slates in the U. S. "Each
time
I
traveled,"
she
comments, "my interests were
onihecducaiioninihat state or
country."
Remarking
about
her
profession
Mrs.
Gregory
replies. "Speech Pathology is a
very interesting field, but it has
its ups and downs. I have had a
lot of experiences and success,
and I believe in the field." She
also commented that she would
like to see more federal funding
of special education because of
the need in Eastern Kentucky.

Danville police
officer dies
A Danville police officer died
October 10 in Keene
Hall.
Robert F. Thiemer, 55, was
taking a law enforcement class
here. According to the coroner,
Thiemer diedat 12:30a.m. of an
apparent heart attack.
His
roommate foynd him when he
attempted to awaken him at
6:27 a.m. to go eat breakfast
before an early class. Thiemer
is survived by his wife
Jacqueline.
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College of Education initiates reading
project for Appalachian school children
BY SIIAKALEK BORST

Slan Writer
Twnety-two
Eastern
elementary education majors
are participating in the "Kightto-Read
Project
for
Appalachian Children."
The
project
involves
collection of material from the
speech patterns of Appalachian
children and applying it to the
teaching of reading.
Eastern's
College
of
Education is conducting the

project with the cooperationof
the Estill County Schools
The ••Right-to-Read" project
is a part of a federal program
which is attempting to provide
opportunities for all children to
learn to read. The project is
financed with a $41,670 grant
from the U.S. Office of
Education, Dr. Robert Martin.
EKU president, announced.
Dr. Dixon A. Barr, dean of
Eastern's College of Education,

RESEARCH
thousands of topics
$2.75 per page
Nation's most extensive library of research material

SEND FOR YOUR UP-TO-DATE,
144-PAGE, MAIL-ORDER
CATALOG. ENCLOSE $1.00
TO COVER POSTAGE

RESEARCH ASSISTANCE, INC.
11941 Wilshire Blvd., Suite "2
Los Angeles, Calif. 90025
(213) 477-8474 or 477-5493
Our research material is sold lor research assistance only —
not as a finished product for academic credit

said that the project involves 22
Eastern students, the same
number of Estill County school
teachers, a staff of university
faculty members, and various
outside consultatns.
According to Dr Robert
Byrne, program director, "the
project attempts to teach
reading
to
Appalachian
children through books which
will represent the Appalachian
culture."
Dr. Byrne slated that the
Estill County primary school
children are presently prearing
stories and illustrations which
will be used by the program
members to prepare story
books.
He
hopes
ihal the
storybooks will be able 10 be
published around next June.

The 22 students travel to the
Estill County primary schools
each Wednesday afternoon and

the federal "Right-to-Read"
program. He added that this
year's project was working well
and that Eastern's College of
Education will request funds for
next vear.

Thursday morning to work with
the Estill County teachers Iff
developing
reading
opDean Barr. when comportunities for the students.
According to Dr. Byrne,- menting on the program, said
authorities in teaching reading
"Conducting method courses in
this way bridges the gap bet- believe that "the problem of
ween teaching theory- and s illiteracy can be solved not by
money, machines, or electronic
practice."
devices, bul by dedicated
Dr Byrne added, "One of the teachers
using
effective
best outcomes of the program is methods
of
reading
inthe
development
of
in- struction."
terpersonal relationships
between the Eastern students.
Eastern professors and Estill
County teachers."

Estill
county
School
Superintendent Buford Horton
named the school supervisor,
Each book published will also Mrs. Virginia Garrett, a liason
have an accompanying tape person to Eastern. He said the
which will help in teaching the project will benefit both the
material in Appalachian schools Estill County children and
Dr. Byrne said that the educators.
project will also attempt to
Many of the Estill County
integrate the teaching of
teachers
are
reading into the courses of elementary
science, mathematics, and presently enrolled in in-service
classes in reading. Each of the
social studies.
The 22 Eastern seniors in the tuition-free courses for teachers
Irvine
and
program
are enrolled in is held at
hours
of
elementary education method provides three
courses this semester and will university credil.
According to Dr. Byrne,
be assigned to Estill County to
do their student teaching in the Eastern is one of 34 American
colleges being funded through
spring.

Jim Carroll
enjoys working
. with a
vicious killer.

Audubon film
to be shown
here tonight

The
National
Audubon
Society will present its second
wildlife film in its four film
series tonight at 7:30 in the
Hiram Brock Auditorium.
Tonight's film, narrated by
Walter Berelet. is entitled
"East Side Story: Bahamsa to
Quebec. "
In this film, an
expedition" follows the sun"
from early spring to late
summer. The journey begins in
the Bahamas and proceeds
north to Quebec's St. Lawrence
river
The film will contain
such scenic sights as the Key
Deer, the wild ponies of
Virginia, Assateague Island.
Appalachian spring, Maine, and
ihe Everglades.
Tickets may be purchased at
:he door.

Pictured above are John Chisholm.
supervisor of student teachers, discussing the
"Right-to Read
project
with three

elementary education major*. Krom left arc
Venia Kiclutrdson. Cincinnati, Debbie Utz.
Klurciicc and C'arla Burris. Cincinnati.

In television production

'Campus Calender9 builds
professional experience

BY MIKE PAYNTER
Staff Writer
Trouble with any educational
system begins when no practical
application
of
Ihe
classroom lectures can be
found. This problem has been
deal! a decisive blow here, with
Ihe initiation of a student
produced television program
The radio and television wing
of
the
communications
department has instituted a new
practice into the FjTV-395 class.

L—K RESTAURANT
EKU SPECIALS
*2 eggs, bacon, or sausage, toast &
coffee
96*
•k Pancakes- All you can eat 73*

Friday
• Perch-All yon can eat w/Potatoes
anWbtisttiv'
$1.39
Sunday Best
Pork chop & Dressing
• l.M
3 pc. Chicken & Dressing $1.85
Choose 2:
Green Beans Whipped Potatoes,
Salad or Slaw

H FAMILY RESTAURANT
EASTERN BY-PASS
KIM MAIATHOH STATION

According lo Mr. Jerry Perry
the purpose of this new slant is
lo "accomplish smoothness and
precision . under
pressure
conditions."

Commentary
"Campus Calendar" is a biweekly
show
completely
produced by members of Ihe
class. The entire stage crew,
sound technicians, and lighting
crew consists of Ihe remaining
class members who are not
acting as Ihe producer or
associate producer for Ihal
week's show.
The only experienced personnel involved in
Ihe production are two more
advance students acting as
engineers, and Mr. Perry who
acls as an observer-advisor.
The show is 14 minutes and 30
seconds long and is videotaped
Wednesday mornings between
10:30 and 12:30. It is then rebroadcast on the University
cable system Wendesday night
at 7 o'clock.
.,
The student producer, for,,the.
show, which was aired on Ihe
October 9, was Brian Taylor.
According lo him the seemingly
short program took almost
endless preparation. "I had to
start getting ready for the show
about three weeks before the
actual production. First I had
to line up my talent, preferably
a prominent figure here on
campus. Then the rough part
came.
I had to prepare the
script for the show and include
in il all of my directions to the
cameramen. This had to be
done in order lo avoid any
confusion on the part of the men
and to enable a more smooth
flowing production."

■

-I

n <i

This lype of experience is new
for mosl of the students. The
inaugural show was aired this
semester and. according to
Perry. Ihere were no special
problems lo overcome; "The
show fit
right
inlo
Ihe'1'1
framework of our class."
The atmosphere in the studio
prior lo and during the
production is as aulhenlic and
tense as could be found in the
studios of a major network. At '
first glance the situation is'
comparable to a freshman'
oriental ion meeting bul careful
observalion reveals Ihal every
person is working with one
purpose in mind—beat Ihe 10:30
deadline.
The aulhenlic ap- '
proach of Ihe class is so em' '
phasized Ihal Ihe students'"
acting
as
producer
and
associate producer are required
lo fill oul the same paperwork
as done in television stations.
"Our show is produced in
■jiUl
complete TV style so I hat the
students will become familiar
with all aspects of their possible
.future professions," said Perry.
. When Perry was questioned
about (he situation here at'}
Eastern compared with other
universities he stated that
"there is more emphasis on the
actual handling of the equipment than al any olher place I : s
have been connected with. By
taking advantage of this opportunity offered
by the
university and getting any '
outside experience availableB
UI
the students are increasing
their chances of gelling a good
job."
"Campus Calendar" is an
attempt lo bring Ihe tools of Ihe
TV trade to the student and
afford him Ihe chance lo build a
solid background for the future.
M

PAIR UP WITH

PHOTO

Shoppers
Village

IT'S YOUR
BASIC
SENSATIONAL
SHOE

Richmond

FAST FILM DEVELOPING!

PHOTO GREETING CARDS
ORDER MOW AND RECEIVE

10% OFF!

Two-toned Leather*
it pairs up
perfectly with suits and
sports clothes. Check K
out. The look and pnet
are sure to brighten
your day.
Wine-Mack
Brown-Tan

GAF 126-12
OFFICIAL FILM OF 0ISIEV WORLD

Just three years out of college, laser technologist Jim Carroll didn't make senior research
(physicist at Eastman Kodak Company by acting
Itimid. So when he had the courage to pit science
[against a dread disease, we backed him. Win or
llose.
The medical'community enlisted Kodak's
Ihelp in training lasers oh the war on cancer. We
responded with a pair of 500 million watt laser
Isystems. And left the rest up to Jim.

In time, the lasers proved unsuccessful in
treating cancer, but we'd do it again if we had to.
Because while we're in business to make a profit
we care what happens to society. It's the same'
society our business depends on.

Kodak.
More than a business.

3.75 VALUE

FREE PHOTO ALBUM PAGE!
.

ONI CHAR VINYL.pAGi,WITH IVMY ROLL Of COlOt
FILM BROUGHT IN f Ok OfVUOPINO AND PRINYINO

PHOTO ALBUM $3.95 &.

»

UNIVERSIT

SHOPPING

CENTER

- Richmond. Kentucky
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Dr. Branley Branson mixes scientific publication with fiction writing
BY PATRICIA WILDER
Stuff Writer
Blinded by an overload of
work, students may not realize
that many "profs" are talented
and prominent individuals.
Dr. Branley A. Branson,
faculty member of the department of Biological Sciences
here, is renowed author of many
years. Not only has he written
and had published many
scientific writings in his
academic area; he has also
written many fictional articles
and poetry.
Dr. Branson's most recent
publications include: 'My Old
Kentucky River' issued in

"Family House Boating" and
another one on the KentuckyRiver coming out soon in
"Motorboat".
"My Old Kentucky River"
isan account of the author's
personal boating experiences on
Kentucky rivers tied in with
historical information.

Originally from Oklahoma,
Dr. Branson did undergraduate
and
graduate
work
at
Oklahoma State University.
While working on his biological
The second aticle on the degree, he look English
Kentucky River contains Literature courses and creative
personal experiences with writing workshops. A professor
boatin and navigation services in one of these classes enand fising conditions, with more couraged him to submit some of
in-depth historical information. his aticles for publication His
Photographs for both articles first published composition was
were taken by Mrs. Branson. in 1955
Since that date Dr.
Branson has created an
Having a natural aptitude and estimated 450 writings and had
inclination for writing in early approximately 300 of these
life, Professor Branson began published.

NeWS Briefs :

Contest

'Timettes'

Mum sale

Wesley Singers
The Wesley Singers practice
will be a I 6:30 tonight.
Tomorrow night there will be
a Halloween Party. Everyone

Cart wright
joins staff
in education
A new Reading instructor in
the education department
replacing the late Dr. Sarah
Evelyn Francis is Mrs. Hyla
D. Cart Wright.
Mrs. Cartwright is teaching
two undergraduate and I wo
graduate courses in Reading
and Language Arts which
mainly deals in teaching
students reading methods at the
elementary and secondary
levels.
Mrs. Cartwright has been
teaching on the college level for
about 10 years, having taught at
the University of Wisconsin,
Kentuaky State and Kentucky
University.

Q«nji

Dr. Branson attributes much J In' the past three or four
field, also writes occasionally; in "American Bard'' poetry the Kentucky Academy of
ofr his writing achievement to years, he won both the "Poet
her main creativity is in magazine
Sciences.
woodcarving.
reading considerably which he Lore" narrative poetry award
Impossible" Not at all. After
Dr. Branson and Dr. Donald
Mrs. Branson's skill in this hearing his son "spoul off" the
says, " is essential to any good and the Jesse Stuart award,
Batch, one of his colleagues at
craft
initiated
an
article
by
her
writer." Many of his scientific The Poet Lore award was for a
poem about their large house Eastern, have worked together
works have been published in poem entitled "Psychedelia" husband which was published in
plants, professor Branson wrote to produce several mauscripts.
foreign journals.
and the Jesse Stuart award for "Decorating And Craft Ideas
it down and sent the poem to the
in
March
of
this
year.
This
"The Ringsof Saturn". A series
Summing up his emotions on
Although Dr Branson feels of poems by the professor won feature-length article contained magazine
his writing career. Dr. Branson
that his greatest interest lies in the Golden State Awards in
10 color and 11 black and white
Dr. Branson is also active in replies. "I enjoy writing very
his scientific field, he does enjoy .California.
photographs of Mrs. Branson's 16 professional organizations much.
Most people get an
fiction writing, loo.
handiwork
such as American Fisheries egotistical pleasure out of il. II
Because of his professional
1
With a touching sincerity in Society. American Association fulfills my drive for creativity,
duties Dr.Branson's writing
his
voice Dr. Branson remarks for the Advancement of and I feel and I am fairly sucSupplementing his prose "]ust wait for his leisure lime in
Southwestern cessful Publication is proof-of
,neev
about
his wife. "She helps me a Science.
works are a "few hundred"
«»ngs. He usually writes
Associations of Naturalists, and *• pudding."
great
deal.
I
don't
know
what
poems written by the professor. one composition a week. He as
Among magazines containing also written four or five novels I'd do without her. She's a great
his poems through the yean which have ot yet been organizer and helps me keep
orgnized.
are: "Poet Lore", "Hyacinth published.
and Biscuits", "Thought", and
Al the age of four years, the
Dr. Branson's wife, Mary
"South and West". His poetry Louise, a member of the Branson's nine year old son was
has received several awards. Eastefn faculty in the Botany the author of a poem published

SPECIAL
THURSDAY
AND FRIDAY ONLYl

ACTION, Peace Corps, VISTA recruit here

ACTION, Peace Corps and come dressed in a costume.
VISTA will be recruiting here
Rap Hour is at 9:30 a.m. and
October 28 throuh October 30 in Worship thru Sharing is at 7:00
the basement of the Powell p.m. Sunday.
Building from 9:00 a.m. to 4.30
the topic for Wednesday's
p.m. On October 29 private Fellowship Hour is the third in a
interviews will be held in the series of discussions on "Death
Placement Office.
and Dying."
They are looking for people
with a degree or experience in
The Value Line Interspecial education, elementary
education, preschool collegiate Contest in Stockeducation,
accounting, Market-Judgment provides
agriculture degrees and ex- $100.00 prizes to students
perience, industrial arts, city choosing best stock market
planning business and nursing. performers over a six month
II is for students who will period. Open to students who
are either majoring in Business
graduate up to December 1975.
You must have a skill or degree Administration or taking a
Finance course this Fall or next
and be 18 or over.
Eight
references mst accompany the Spring. Contest sponsored by
Dept.
of
Business
applications.
The Peace Corps is in 69 Administration and Finance
Club. Deadline for entry near —
countries and you must be U.S.
CITIZEN, vista represents SO for details meet with Prof. Bob
Losey, Thursday, Oct. 24, 6:45,
' stales and the U.S. territories, it
requires that you have per- Ferrell Room, Combs Building.
manent residency. ACTION is
an administrative office of all
All girls interested in timing
federal volunteer agencies for the men's swimming team
encompassing all volunteer pleas attend an organizational
programs.
meeting at 7 p.m. tonight at the
Alumni Coliseum pool.
The Pershing Rifles will be
selling "Big E" Homecoming
Mums outside the Powell
Building Grill starting October
28. The price for these mums
will be $2.25 each and $2.50 the
day of the game.

his writing career with the
Navyas a member of the
hospital core newspaper
He
write humorous features sarcastically describing personnel.

French Club

The annual French Club
dinner will be held at 7 p.m.
Saturday at the Kentucky
Utilities Building on Water
Street. Cost is $4 per person.
Those interested should pay any
French' leachr or contact
Jeannie at 3924 or David at 3165.

Minorities
The
minority
student
awareness program is to make
the minority students aware of
the services, organizations, and
activities available to Ihem by
the University.
Information
available from 5-8:30 p.m.
Monday in the Wallace and
Powell Buildings.

Social
Halloween Social sponsored
by Men's and Women's Interdorm Wednesday October 30
starting at 8:30 in the Powell
Grill. Each resident hall will
sponsor a booth and funds
derived from these will be
donated to UNICEF.
Five
dollars in a cash prize for
costumes most original, ugliest,
prettiest, spookiest. Everyone
is invited.

Caduceus Club
The Caduceus Club is sponsoring a trip to the University of
Louisville Medical Schol Nov. 1.
The cost is $2 per person. All
those interested, contact Dr.
John Meisenheimer at 2528 or
Jerry Tackett, 5967.
The Club will meet Monday,
Nov. 4 at 7 p.m. in Moore 107.
The guest speaker will be
Gerald Hill, chairman of the
Committee on Admission,
University of Kentucky School
of Dentistry.

Air Force Choir
The Air Force Academy Choir

will appear in concert at the
First Christian Church on the
corner of Main and Lancaster
tomorrow at 8 p.m. There is no
charge.

today at 5:45 in the Student
Center.

The
Christian
Student
Fellowship
meets
every
Wednesday night at 7:00 in the
IVCF will meet at 7 p.m. Combs Building Room 318.
Everyone is welcome.
lonight in the Kennamer Room,
Powell. Rev. Roy Lam berth of
Trinity Baptist Church, Fern
Creek, will be sharing or the
Inquires about the Danforth
Lordship of Christ, and Fellowships, to be awarded by
Shekiuah, a group from the the Danforth Foundation in
same church, will be sharing March, may be directed to Dr.
with song. Everone invited and Kenneth Clawson, Dean for
welcome.
Academic Services. Applicants
must be under 35 years of age,
interested in a career in
Tryouts for "Blithe Spirit" education, and have no work
will be held at 7 p.m. Monday beyond the baccalaureate.
and Tuesday the 28th and 29th in Contact Dr. Clawson in Coates
the rehearsal room of the 111 2414.
Campbell Building room 137.
Copies of the play may be read
at the reserve desk in the
library. Everyone is welcome • 'Most women's residence halls
will be having individual hall
to try out.
parties on Tuesday October 29.
Look for details in your hall.
October 28 Keene Hall will
The annual Fall Concert of have a Halloween event for its
the EKU Dance Theatre will residents.
present "Reflections in a Cat's
October 29 Mr. Doug Nieland
Eye" Wednesday, October 30, is presenting a magic show in
at 7:30 in the ravine.
The Palmer at 8:30.
performance is free. In case of
October 29 Dupree Hall is
bad weather it will be held in the showing documentaries in Todd
dance studio of the Weaver Hall Rec Room.
Building.
October 30 Dr. Raymond will

Inter-varsity

present a program on V.D. for
residents of Martin Hall
Complex at 8:30.
October 30 Mr. John Vickers
will present a program in Todd
Hall Rec Room at 8:30 on job
placement.
October 30 Palmer is sponsoring a lug-of-war for its
residents.

Convenient, Full Service Branch Office, equipped
with a Drive-In Window, located at corner of
Water and Second Street
BRANCH OFFICI HOURS
8:00 A.M. until 2:00 P. M. -Monday thru Thursday *
8:0O A.M. until 6:00 P. M. -Fridays

Fall concert

JCFenney
.Our
trouser-style
jeans have
lots of flare.

8:00 A.M. until 12 Noon

-Saturdays

Phone (Branch Office)

Phone (Main Office)

623-2799

623-2747
IIMUI MPOSJ1 IMSUIANCI COIPOtAnOM
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DAIRY QUEEN
RICHMOND. KY.

Residence Halls

Floor reps

RICHMOND

MADISON NATIONAL BANK'

Play tryouts

There will be a meeting of all
women floor representatives

Buy any size shake or malt
for regular price, Get the
2nd one for HALF-PRICE!

DULED FOB

r vA PIN

BLUE MAGIC
IN CONCERT

31 "of it,
to be exact.

OCT 31 7:30 P.M.
BROCK AUDITORIUM

THE NEW

FREEPORT
'(EXCITING NEW BAHAMA

Special Guests:

FUN CRUISE

4 MYS, 3 MfiHTS
MSSAU/FtEEPMT

The Major Harris Boogie Blues Band

LEAVING MIAMI
HANCH, 9
MAKE KSEIVATIONS

$2.00 for EKU

EARLY
FOR THANKSGIVING
CHRISTMAS
AND YOUR CRUISE

995o„ Per Person
Plus Tax
TRIPLE
OCCUPANCY

Call

€23-4324

Students and

holders of Center Board Activity Card

At only S11 a pair, wed say.these
eans really measure up Besides
the wider leg. they have a 3"
waistband with two button
closure—the latest iean look
going, navy cotton denim

All others $3.00

And a must addition to your jean
collection Just lor juniors.
siz««3 to 15 {-4 4
■

CARDINAL
TRAVEL

Shop Every Mon. & Fri.
Night Until 8:30

Tickets on Sale at *Z

rly-

r**:

l
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EKU travels to Western
for big OVC showdown
KY HUH IKIMIIMH
Staff Wriiri
The
league
leading
Eastern Kentucky Colonels
travel to Bowling Green this
Saturday for a clash with the
Western Kentucky Hilltoppers

both ihe pass and the rush The
Hilltoppers are allowing an
incredible 8.4 yards per game
rushing This is due to the play
of linebacker Kick Green. 44
tackles and 25 assists, defen
seive end Karl Anderson and
tackles John Bushong and Dale*

yards per game
Cornerback
Frank Yacovino leads ihe
secondary in tackles with 19 and

12 assists.
THE Hilltoppers are second
in the league in total offense to
'he Colonels
The rushing
chores
are
handled
by
at I p.m
Lawrence Jefferson and James
Young
The Colonels will (ace the hesi
Jones for an average of .142 2
Western is jus' as tough
defense in the league and third
yards per game.
ranked in the nation against against the pass allowing 122 2
The quarterback is long
MMMI
haired Dennis Tomek. the
leading passer in the OVC In
Our
five games he has hit on 53 of 122
pass attempts for 739 yards and
8 touch downs.
Shop
Eastern is leading the OVC in
total offense with an average of
355 yards per game
Everett
Talbert. the leading rusher in
PACKED!
the nation, leads the attack with
an average of 161.8 yards per
game
Steve Streight helped
balance the rushing attack last
week against II Martin, taking
some of the pressure off of
Talbert
Eastern is averaing
245.4 yards per game in this
311 i. broidwjy
department and should give
Western's defense a real test.
(eorgttown
Quarterback Jeff McCarthy
US 25 at 4th stop light
has completed 33 of 69 pass
attempts for 548 yards this
season, for an average of per
game of 109.6. He throws to two
outstanding receivers in Elmo
Boyd and John Revere This
gives Eastern a very well
balanced offense according to
Western's Head Coach Jim
Feix.
He says "We'll be
seeing another fine football
team when Eastern comes in
here Saturday, they probably
hae the best balanced offense of
any team we'll play all season."
The Colonels defense continue
to be lough ranked third in the
lague giving up an average of
178 yards rushing per game,
and leads Ihe OVC in pass
defense Allowing only 92 yards
per game
The defense is lead by Junior
Hardin a defensive tackle,
middle guard Stan Roberts, and
linebacker Harvey Jones in
slopping Ihe run.
This game should turn out to
be one of (he best games of the
year in anyone's book. The last
time Eastern beat Western on
their home field was in 1968
•hen the Colonels won 16 to 7
But Ihe 7th ranked Hilltoppers
shold be a real test for the 15th
ranked Colonels. There are still
tickets left at the ticket office in
Alumni Coliseum.

r

backpacker's gap

ph. 502-863-1672

j

THESE TWO pictures,
which are
rcpresen'a'ive "f Eastern's unheralded
defense, show what the Colonels must do to
boa
Wes'ern in Bowling Green this
Sa urday At 'op, Anthony Miller '8' and

Eastern romps past UTM in Western-prep game
UTM is now 0-6 while Ihe
Colonels upped their record to 41
They are 3-0 in Ihe OVC
afer
their
previously
unreported
victory
over
Middle Tennessee which saw

Eastern's ground-oriented
football team warmed up for
Saturday's showdown with
arch-rival Western by rolling
over Gulf South
Conference
opponent.
Tennessee-Martin. 24-9 last SaturdayEastern gained 294 yards on
the ground with Everett Talbert
gaining 153 of those. Talbert
now is averaging over 160 yards
per game and
is second in
NCAA Division II
After the victory over UTMartin. Eastern has moved into
iheisih spot in Ihe nation, via
the AP poll

DOWN ^ PAT
■V PAT WILSON

Other stars in the game included Jeff McCarthy who ran
for 54 yards and passed for 85
including his third touchdown
pass of Ihe year to John Revere.
This play occurred on the first
play from scrimmage afer a
UT-Martin punt early in the
second quarter.
This broke
open what had been a close
game.

Eastern now has to go to the Hilltoppers' lair
where they haven't lost since the last time Mt.
Vesuvius erupted. Eastern will take a 3-0
conference record into the game while Western
now has a 2-1 mark. This could be interesting.
Will Western play dead because of the loss or
will they be even more fired up than usual for
the big rivalry game with EKli.
Western will definitely not lay down and play
dead, nor will they blow the Colonels off the
field as man predict. Quite the contrary.
Eastern has many good athletes and talented
players that are getting overlooked. Sure
Western has the big name. Sure, they were
ranked second in the country (before Tech
came along). Sure they lead the OVC in team
defense.
Well, here are a few of Eastern's
strongpoints. The Colonels have been ranked
15th in the country this week. This is quite
good, considering the Colonels don't get the
press coverage from Louisville and Lexington
papers that Western, Murray and UK do. The
Eastern offense now leads the OVC in team
offense and the defense is ranked third, total
and first against the pass. Eastern also brags
a fantastic
rusher, "Poo-Loo" Talbert,
who is averaging 162 yards per game, despite
special defenses designed to stop him.
Now Western, you put all that in your pipe

Specializing in Volkswagen
FOREIGN CARS & PARTS
MAJOR * MINOR REPAIRS
TRANSMISSION-MOTORS & TUNE UPS
BRAKE SERVICE-IGNITION
JASPER CASTIE-Owner
FREE PICK UP & DELIVERY

623-9723

Eastern Students

UN0C

SERVICE
STATION

EAST MAIN ST.

Boo L«t*
Ron
Kim

Reid
Chj'lnton

B

°° """"'"

P"'1 Koe"'«l"1'-

623 7704

t

'""^

D«'if1nJ Punh»
Fjofl C SIO'"

6237703
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good points, too
and go on top of your hill and smoke it.
Congratulations are in order to Easten's
baseball team. Coach Jack Hissom's young
Colonels won the fall championship of the
OVC's Eastern Division by splitting with
Morehead last Saturday. Eastern ended with
four wins, a loss and a tie while the Eagles of
Morehead finished with a 4-2 mark.
Eastern finished with a 12-8-1 record for the
fall season which is excellent considering the
slow start they had: Senior Ray Spenilla led the
offensive attack wit*uU»prSd .493 average — 33
hits in 67 at bats. He had three homers and 14
RBIs. EKU had eight regular players with
batting averages of over .300. The team batting
average was .309. Darryl Weaver led the
pitchers with a 0.75 ERA with Pete Dimas
holding a 1.99 mark. Each won two games.
APV«PVM«P>AP1P>PXAP>P>

Congratulations are in order for the field
hockey team which defeated the University of
Kentucky last week 4-2. This was the first ever
win over UK for Eastern in this sport. The
women are still undefeated as they enter state
tourney play Friday at Berea. They begin with
UK at 4:00.

Congratulations are also in order for several
intramural teams which won their respective
divisions earlier this week. Phi Delta Theta
won the fraternity championship and made it to
the campus finale by defeating Todd Truckers,
the housing champs. UHFH, the independent
winner ove Lex Tran, then won the campus
championship against the Phi Delts yesterday.

Beat

Western

COME

Tired of eat-and-run
lunches in noisy restaurants?
The Pizza Hut Restaurant is a whole lot
different. And a whole lot nicer. Great pizza,
pasta, and sandwiches. Try us tomorrow!

You'll sail in February,
with the ship your classroom and the world your
campus . . . combining accredited studies with fascinating visits to the fabled
ports of the Orient. Africa.'
and the Americas. Over
10.000 students from 450
colleges have already sailed
with WCA — join them! Financial aid available. Write
today for free catalog.
WCA, Chapman College
Box F, Orange. CA 92666

JOIN US!
'/*%'

W'. • ■' ■•*•■-.■■

21-17 victory.
Eastern's game at Western
this weekend starts at 2 <>»
Tickets should In- available at
the Alumni Coliseum ticket
office
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PROGRESS SPORTS EDITOR

The Gods have fallen!! Yes folks, mighty
Western has bitten the dust.
Not since
November of 1972 have the invincible
Hilltoppers lost to a Ohio Valley Conference
team. Tennessee Tech, the OVC giant killers so
far this year, knocked off the "Big Red
Machine", 10-6.

Eastern's scoring was done
by McCarthy who ran over from
Ihe five on the second play of the
second quarter. His touchdown
was set up by a 53 yard scamper
by Talbert.
Steve Streight
scored from the seven early in
the third quarter and Earl Cody
booted a 25 yardfieldgoal in the
productive second quarter.

WELCOME

McCarthy threw a 40yard bomb
to Revere who made a diving
catch at the Blue Raider fiveaud
McCarthy look it over two plays
later Eastern then held off a
late Middle surge to pull out u

Eastern has a few

SERVICE CENTER

CASTLE'S

the Colonels lake a 21-17 win
before only 7.400 fans at Hanger
Field
Eastern bolted to a 14-3 lead
at the half, but Middle came
back to make it 14-10.
Jeff

4WMVMVMVVVVWP>P>*PMPMAP>P>AAAP>AP>P>P>AAP>*P>APVMPVVVMVWV^

FOREIGN CAR

\'ear after year,
semester after
semester, the
CollegeMaster'
from Fidelity
Union Life has
been the most
accepted, most
popular plan on
campuses all
over America.
Find out why.
Call the
Fidelity Union
CollegeMaster*
Field Associate
in your area:

B"b I.,nulls 186' converge on the ball in the
Colonels recta' IMS win >>ver Middle
Tennessee A right. Tim Kinduell '85> aH
Joe Evans bias1 a MTSl' ball-carrier.

*1

11:00 till 4:00

t

for the latest
in Pinball Machines
(15 to choose from)
We have air hockey, pool tables
foo~ ha 11 & other odds & ends too!
In

Shoppers Village

29

eastern By rass

TO

'Ul»>-n Spun

QUT pCop\c

^^ our Pj/za better
<

rl.l A -,„,„■.„ Hun

Qpen Most of the Time!

I
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Colonels roll to OVC fall
TWIN CINEMAS land 2

baseball championship
Led by the hot bat of senior
outfielder Ray Spenilla and the
strong pitching of senior
lefthander PeteDimas, the
Eaitern
Baseball
team
completed its most successful
season ever, compiling a (12-8. 1) overall record and (4-1-1)
Ohio Valley Conference mark
, The 4-1-1 league record was
good enough to capture the fall
championship of the Eastern
Division as the Colonels finished
one-half game ahead of
Morehead
State University
at 4-2. East Tennessee was
third with a 2-4 record and
Tennessee Tech was last at 1-41.
"We're very pleased with the
way we progressed from the
beginning of the fall," head
coach Jack Hissom said. "Our
team baiting average of 309
and our low amount of
strikeouts (69 in 21 games)
helped produce an average of
almost six runs a game."
Spenilla led the team in
several categories including
batting average (.493), at bats
(67), hits (33), home runs (3),
runs batted in (14) and stolen
bases (13-13).
Freshman
centerfielder Darryl Weaver
topped the team in runs scored
(16), triples (three) and walks
(IS), in addition to batting .378.
Eight other Colonels batted
more than .300 including left
fielder Erv Leidolf (.481),

catcher Larry Roesch (.375),
infielder Gary Halchett (.333),
first baseman John Collins
(.324), shortstop Dave Ball
(.321), reserve outfielder Ken
Locked (.313), first baseman
Dennis Brant (.313) and outfielder Larry My ford (.310).
Dimas pitched the 2-1 division
clincher over Morehead and
evened his fall record at 2-2 and
lowered his ERA. to 1 99 He
also led the mound staff in innings pitched (31 two-thirds),
strikeouts (3) and complete
games (4).
"Our pitching has looked
belter wilh each game. Our
freshmen (Weaver, Dave
Dorsey, Bill La Rosa, Dan Peery
and John Snedegan helped pick

Special Student Discount

up the slack when we lost our
ace righthander Denny Barbour
for most of the year wilh an arm
injury." Hissom said.
Weaver and La Rosa each had
2-0 records, while Snedegar was
1-0 and Dorsey and Peery were
1-1. Barry Mauntel finished wth
a l-l mark, while sophomore
righthander John Lisle was 2-1
FIRST BASEMAN Dennis Brant of Eastern
Morehead.
Brant was instrumental in
"The team's E.R.A. was 3.75
KKl s wins 'Ins (all. by bailing over .300
stretches for a throw during a recent
and was helped by our pitchers
and-get ting several key KBIs.
winbill with Union Kastern^won the fall
not yielding nearly as many
baseball 'tile last Saturday against
walks as in past seasons 'only'
86 in 146 one-third innings.)"
Hissom said.
Murray State won the
Western Division of the OVC
with a 6-0 record, while Western
corner kick to lie the score.
Kentucky finished with a 3-3
The soccer club continued its lory over Asbury Seminary
Finally Kamarabi scored his
mark
winning streak with a 5-0 vie- Monday Unlike iheolher wins,
third goal of the game on a
this was an easy win for Ihe
team Kelly Walts scored three '-penally kick lo make the final 43. in favor of EKU. .
goals.
Sharpie Kamarabi
scored on a breakaway and Joe
Last Saturday, ihe club
Cichetli finished Ihe scoring by
defeated Bellarmine. one of the
firing in a penally shot.
slate's top-ranked learns. 5-4.
The winning slreak began
Eastern led Ihe whole way and
with an exciting last minute at one point held a 5-2 adWestern Kentucky University in
this weekend's play.
victory over Asbury College.
vantage.
Bellarmine Ihen
Ihe second annual state lourThe club was"aown 3-1 with less scored on a fluke play which
ney.
than twenty minutes lo go in the saw a Bellarmine player acEastern's women's volleyball
Play will be within positions
game Kamarabi blasted in an
tually throw Ihe ball into Ihe
and be based on single team, under the direction of indirect kick from a pass by
goal, and it was allowed. Ihe
coach
Geri
Polvino,
defeated
elimination.
Carlos Moreno. Cichetti then
Cincinnati (15-3. 15-12) and took advantage of a scramble in official having not seen Ihe
play. The Knights scored again,
Eastern's No. 1 singles Kentucky (15-9, 11-15. 15-6) to
player, Susie Boone, a four-year run its record lo 10-2. EKU will front of the nel, following a bul EKU held on for Ihe win.
member of the squad, has been participate Saturday in the
bothered lately with a leg injury University
of
Dayton
bul is expected to be ready for Invitational.

Soccer club keeps on winning games

Women's tennis, volleyball prepare
for big weekend tournaments
Tennis
The Eastern women's lennis
team will participate this
weekend in Ihe Kentucky
Intercollegiate
Women's
Conference stale lournament.
Coach
Martha
Mullins'
Eastern tennis team, currently
4-4-1 after a 7-2 loss last
weekend lo Purdue, begins
competition
Thursday al

I

Now thru Thursday

"BUSTER and BILLY" S)
Starts Friday

"OUR TIME"
Warner Ire*.

cinema 1
Now thru Thursday,

THE LORDS OF FLATBUSH" (PG)
Starts Friday

"MIXED COMPANY"

i

' With Jot Bjionfy and BarDara Hams

cinema 2
Call for Feature Times!
UNIVERSITY SHOPPING CENTER

**RICHMOND DRIVE IN**

Volleyball

Campus Movie
......

....

ft I / .10

Harriers split
Mon. Thues. Wed.

over weekend
The Eastern cross country
team will compete in its final
invitational competition this
week before next week's Ohio
Valley Conference championships when it participates
in
ihe
Morehead
State
University Invitational
Saturday.
Five other teams will join the
Colonels' squad at MSU's
University Gold Course and the
race will cover five miles
Last
weekend
at
the
University
of
Kentucky,
Eastern split, by defeating the
University of Louisville 17-45
and losing to UK 17-41.
Bob Moffett led Eastern
runners
with t a
fourth,
place finish. Other EKU runners and their places were Bill
Sampson,
seventh;
Dan
Matousch, eight; John Mornini,
10th; Delmar Howell, 12th;
Tommy Evans, 13th; and
Tommy Smith, 14th.
Next
weekend's
OVC
championshipmeet will be held
al Murray Stale University.

ifctTCM

Eastern Kentucky University football
manager Jim Cleveland, a senior from
Shelbyville, pastes ihe offensive winners on
'a'big board in ihe dressing room at the
Presnell Building. Eastern's football
practice facility. Each week Ihe Eastern
coaching staff grades each individual's play

and an excelleni performance is rewarded
by placing his piclure in the right position on
the board. Eastern will need to fill that
board Saturday when it meets arch-rival
Wesiern Kentucky in Bowling Green in an
important Ohio Valley Conference game.

m#e figure you can use the
laughs NOW more than ever!

OM DAY

IN THE LlfE
OF IVAN DENISOVICH

\\

ALEXANDER SOLZHEMTSYNfc
Childien Untln 12

50t

DOC SEVERINSON
IN CONCERT

BUCCANEER
DRIVE IN

NOW SHOWING

3 GINGERS
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»

FEATURING

TODAYS CHILDREN

EKU FULL TIME STUDENTS - 2.00
ALLOTHEF6 AND TICKETS AT TVE
DOOR-MOO—TICKETS ON SALE
AT CA5WIERO-WIND0MI AD BLDG
POWELL BLDG INFORMATION DESE

oxmiwMM [AflJLT^CMy,
_» JOSEPH 8RB#« ASSOCIATES "C
^ « D6W0 PfOducmn

#
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Now Showing!

T0WAIE CINE

9>

Gingers On To
Something Big!
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WMMIH
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UHFH nips PDT for IM crown
pan (mm Caulk to Sam Pe'ers
made H 12-7 With 3'» minutes
remaining. Caulk fired to Jimi
Casle for 'he clincher
A las- minu'e Phi Delt bid
tailed as UHFH's GaryPettit
Mike Green weH, and Kick
Daniels
provided
clutch
defense

This
The autumn spectacle of IM for a touchdown
Hag fool ball was climaxed »a- Ml up on a long pass pla>
yesterday w-nh 'he campus from Wesi 'o Jeep McFarland
The Phi Dell - Mike Tucker
championship ai slake
m'ercep eda UHFH [>ass which
In perhaps 'hi- inns' exciting was lollnwi-d b) West s flip In
championship final played |{. L'rrliussellfora 12-0 Phi Uell
here, I'llKll stormed from Lulgc a' halfnme
behind I«I defeat Phi ixl'a
II iwcvtf. L'HFH «as no' lo
be denied Mike Caulk scored
15-12
Tiii- flu iX'lis s'ruck lirs i I.I from 'I yards lor L'HFH'S initial
J'.c Wiv's pass 'ii l)'in I'.uncc TD A one pom' conversion

Earlier. Phi Delia Theta
captured the fraternity division
by defeating a tough Delia
Upsilnn crew L'HFH continued
'o click in the independeni
bracket b> thumping the Rockwell Brothers, the Critters, and
Lex Tran to earn a final's berth
The Lex Tran bunch had advanced by beating OK.VV. lasi
year's IM trophy point champion
The Todd Truckers, a huusing
team with much speed and
deceptiveness, blasted FOG to
win the housing crown
The
result of this contest pilled the
Truckers against the Phi Delts.

PROGRESSIVE
II

II! •

IKHMONO

• ■ ••.'.«• •

EKU's Direct Line To Top Kentucky
Groups
....Hassle-free Bookings

Bands still available for
Homecoming and Christmas
Formals !
Coll 623-6133

STUDENTS ! FACULTY !
Transylvania

In this clash, 'he Phi Delts
showed a Inghpowered offense

hat ran oa 28-12 victory. This
game se' up the campus clash
he ween UHFH and the Phi

hwarling Dale Monsebroten of
the geography dep.ii men

Women's Inlramurals
Flag football for women
should be finalized by the end of
i>v^
Lasi week's IM rack meefc)
this month
Several learns,
was run before an estimated
including the Buckeyes. Jolley
fans
Divisional winners
em" \Vlleys. and C.S.S.B's have
eluded: Critters, independent
charted impressive records A
Pi Kappa Alpha, fraternity. and
number of forfeits has plagued
Todd Truckers, housing.
this activity. Please call the
The
recent
swimming
Women's intramural office at
competition produced these
. >-i" if ii is impossible for your
victors
OKNY. independeni.
team lo play.
Pin Delta Theta. fraternity;
Volleyball was launched this
and GDI
housing
week with 24 teams counted in
Table tennis doubles finals
on the action Mosi teams are
are slaied for tonight at 7 p.m..
slated to play twice a week
Keene
Hall.
between 7:30-10:30. MondayThe auxiliary gym in Alumni
Thursday
Coliseum is now available for
Kaqueiball entries close
volleyball practice
This all
Friday Aclinic will be held ai 6
important deadline is Nov 1.
p.m . tonight in the Begley
and a team managers meeting
Building
All are cordially
will be staged at 4 p.m. on this
invited
date.
Entries are still being acThe faculty tennis singles
cepted for badminton and table
finale had George Crabb. asst.
tennis Sign up in Weaver 304.
professor of Library Science.

Dels

■a

Quick, give it to me
DIKING THE recent intramural irack.
held at nigh: for the first time. Ilerschel
Miller ul Pi Kappa Alpha lake the baton
from a teammate in rouie to a mile relav

i Field hockey heads for state tourney

University of Kentucky

BY PATRICIA WILDER

Eastern
Aibury
Georgetown

Staff Writer
Time has fled, and the
women's field hockey season is
nearing its end
Yet, the sadness that is
coupled with an ending is
lessened by the team's undefeated record.
Led by Dr Peggy Stanaland
who returned lo coaching Ihis
season after four years absence, ihe hockey athletes have
perservered Ihe attack of slate

hmo

Kentucky State
Episcopal Theological

JOIN HUNTER FOUNDATION FOR HEALTH CARE
(A Health Maintenance Organization)
a new approach
SIL monthly student rates
(per person, children $7)

—Story submitted—

H capitalization
Out patient services
X-rays
Prescriptions
And many other services
Call 253-1661 or come by to sign up —
Hunter Foundation.
Security Trust Building
Short and Mill Streets
Leiinfton. KY 40507
For Information Tear out coupon and mail to above address*
Name

•

City and zip code

Number ol Dependents

Tuesday night's game with
the University of Lousiville
completed the team's winning
streak over state learns. With
ihis 2-0 win. Ihe Eastern record
now stands an 8-0.
The team effort demonstrated
continually ihroughoul Ihe
season has propelled! the
females toward the KWIC
lourney scheduled this Friday
and Saturday Among the four

teams in the tournament will be
UK. and UL. who Dr. Stanaland
feels "are coming on steadily."
Competition begins at 2:00
Friday with Berea and Ul.
playing and Eastern meeting
l'ka-4 on The round-robin will
be completed Saturday.
Coach Stanaland conveys Ihe
philosophy that has prevailed
throughout an effective season.
"We iry to take each game at a
lime. We don't look beyond one
single game."

Flag Football: who needs it?

includes:

Address

sun was shining."

COLONEL
S^lTCOMPOSITE

sfftZMs!)

PREVIOUS SCORES
PMttMM 14 II

■aalatu II Midair Tttmtkmtv II
Eattrrn 14 UT Mar In •

Baseball llllll

EKU VS Mon-n.m till

Ritic is-ir

EKU

FicM Hockey II 0i

EKU 4 UK 1
EKU > louitville 1

>.')•

MTSU MM

EKU v| Cincinnati IIS1. IS-II)
EKU n UK IIS>. II IS. 1) 41

Volleyball liri):

EKU do UL II 4S
EKU «l »y UK II 41

GROUP PLANS FOR
FACULTY AMD STAFF

College or University

and out-of-state teams.
Until lasi Tuesday. October
15. the University of Kentucky
also had a perfeel record over
ihe other state schools, but the
EKU
team performed a t
break game and obtained Ihe
lead in siale staiislics
The wealher for the UK game
was far from favorable since it
rained the duration, but Coach
Stanaland commented that she
felt the play was commendable.
"You would have thought Ihe

The Pikes won Ihe liatcinily division, while
Crawling Critters look the independent ami
he housing championship went lo tin- Todd
Truckers

"Sam. run a quick post. Rod. you swing out of the backfield,
get to the sideline and I'll lay it out there for you."
I glance at the other four mud freckled faces huddled
shoulder to shoulder They know their part will be only to
block or run a meaningless pass pattern —
no chance for
glory on this play.
"Lets go on two. ready, break." On the word break seven
pairs of hands come together as one. It's seven-man football,
EKU style
Six young men charge to the line of battle. I stride slowly to
my spot behind the center who readies the ball as if it were a
higli explosive projectile.
I enjoy this moment most of all. The battle field stands
ghostly still, both armies awaiting the general's command.
I'm in complete control, everything waits and depends upon
when. what, and more important, how I act in trie next few
seconds
I realize that the Eastern Kentucky University intramural
field is a far cry from other arenas I've known, but it's still
football and pride is at stake.
I put my hands under the center. I look across at young
faces, some tense, some cocky, all excited. They have the
same look I'd seen in Michigan in Cincinnati, in any stadium
in any game They had come to play and to win The quality

may not be what you'd find in the Sugar Bowl on New Years
Day but the spirit is the same.
These guys watch the Packers and Rams play on Sunday
then go out and do it themselves. They dream of mothering a
50-yard rainbow to thier breast before a sellout Three Rivers
crowd, or spiking the ball at the end of a twisting 75-yard punt
return that leaves 22 arms with nothing to hold but a deflated
ego. But. this isn't Pittsburgh, it isn't even Hanger field, it is
■ hough, as close as these guys will ever come — so look out!
My mind snaps back to the business at hand. One last look
at the defense then
hut. hut. The snap comes up wrong
but I manage to juggle it under control. I spin and retreat, all
the time watching the defense.
Sam has cut across the middle taking the defensive back
out of that zone I plant my foot and spiral asof' arc down
■ field. Rodbobbles it for just an instant, gathers it in and flees
like a thief.
They don'i catch him. We head for the side-lines to a
back pounuing barrage of, "nice pass, great catch, way to
For that instant we were no longer in Richmond, we weren't
playing intramural flag football, we were Ole Miss knocking
off unbeaten Tennessee, or LSU downing the Crimson Tide, or
Michigan blasting Ohio State.
Intramural football, big deal, who cares? Ask Rod that
question after his next diving, one-handed stab for six points.

Riflers defeat
Middle Tenn
Eastern's
Riflers
were
successful again in both varsity
and ROTC divisions with their
October 12th victory over
Middle
Tennessee's
Blue
Raider Rifles.
Five man teams fired a half
course match with EKU's total
at 2,726 while MTSU's final was
2.558.
Freshman,
Scott
Cherryholmes. from Columbus,
Ohio, led the way with high
score for the cecond time this
season His score of 550 was 21
points above MTSU's top
shooter. Other members of the
winning team included George
Gyurik 547, Kevin Michel) 547,
David Skaggs 546, and Eric
Cherryholems 536
This weekend the team will

ravel io Bowking Green lo
challenge

Western Kentucky.

Put the 1? to Western
GET YOUR BEAT WESTERN T-SHIRT

TciMlit MMnil 14 4 II

EKU 4HI >y

Plonk*, 1 1

*

UPCOMING EVENTS
Football

EKU <l Western. Sal - > M

Ft»ld Hockey

EKUuiKWICtourncy.ataerea.ysUK Friday. 4 M

Tenihi (women's)

EKU in KWIC Hwrnev. at Western. Fri and Sat

CrOit country

EKU at More-head Invitational. Sal

Bill.

EKU at Western. Sat

Volleyball

EKU at Oayton Invitational

Freshman riflers
are blue-chippers
BY STEVE FI.AIRTY
Staff Writer
Competitivesponsai eastern
are already enjoying the fruits
of what one could call an
"outstanding" year of freshmen
recruiting for the '74-75 season.
The football team has several
players who are helping the
team significantly.
Five
superlative
freshman
basketball players may give old
starters a lot of (rouble in
keeping their jobs. , But. alas,
my friends, the lop buncha
lenderfools on campus may be
ihose youngins' over there ai
the shoot in" range.
Yes, Ihe highly performing
bul often overlooked EKU rifle
team has come up with a group
of marksmen who could make
the Daniel Boone statue lake off
and hide in the ravine.
Right off, let's take a quick
look at two of our new hot-shots
who answer lo the names of
David Skaggs and Leroy Smith.
Dave has won his division's
shooting championship in Ohio
plus a long list of other awards.
Not bad. Leroy was one of 11
members of a Cocoa Beach,
Florida, rifle team who were
given college scholarships in
riflery.
Perhaps the lop two freshmen
on the squad are a couple of
blung haired, broad-shouldered

Iwin brothers. Eric and Scott
Cherryholmes hail from ihe
same general area as Leroy
Smith.
Eric has also taken a stale
championship, that being in his
own home of Florida. Brother
Scott just recently did the same
honors in Kentucky.
"The ROTC part of our team
might be Ihe best in the nation,1'
remarked the sometimes cocky
Eric
Remarking about a
recent upcoming match with
Middle Tennessee, he said, "We
could beat 'em left handed "
Eric talked about future goals
for Scotl and him. "Our aim
after college is lo be in Ihe
Army Marksmanship Training
Unit
And, the U.S. Olympic
team is nol out of the question.
We've got 6 years to work on it."
Scott., Ihe mure quiet of the
twins, explained Ihe component
parts of a good rifleman "It's
75 percent menial, 2(1 percent
physical,
and
5
percent
equipment."
Don'i
doubi
that
the
Cherryholmes' twins know whal
they're talking about.
Their
father is said lo be one of the
belter gunsmiths in the eastern
pan of Ihe U.S.
Look for big ihings from the
rifle learn in Ihe future These
fellows
ihink
ihey
have
something lo shoot for. Bang!

HAPPY
MEADOW
NATURAL
FOODS
MARKET
Only 11 miles
from EKU
Campus

With A Bucket or Barrel Of
Ky. Fried Chicken

Visit the Colonel.
, ' ; Its a greGfdny for

ntucky Fried Chicken
Eastern By-Pass

Open 9 tiU6
Monday thru
Saturday
Phone
986-3456
i
(7.5. 25
North Berea '
[Call or write for.
free newsletter!
B=»«aa

<i
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Baseball team for real
with OVC title under belt
Reflections of a fall Ohio Valley Conference Eastern
Division championship for the Eastern Kentucky
University baseball team show tabove left) senior
righifielder Ray Spenilla connecting on the first pitch from
Morehead's Tinker Chapman for a home run to cent erf ield
which gave Eastern a 2-1 victory in the opener of the
doubleheader and the fall title.
Spenilla receives
congratulations from Eastern head coach Jack Hissom

after rounding third Ixiso icenter lot: I and from his fellow
teammates ■bottom left I on heading buck to the dugout.
Above right, senior lefthander Pole Dimas. being hugged
by catcher Larry Roesch i 19' after a seventh inning double
play with the basos loaded ended the one-run game, is
overcome by the reality that Eastern had just cinched its
first fall ovc baseball title

UWtfefWU

and the.

Field hockeyteam refuses
to be beaten
.«

Photos by Larry Bailey
and Paul Lambert

The Eastern women's field hockey team has run its
undefeated string to eight with victories this past
weekover Cincinnati, and Louisville, Kentucky.
Barbara Lisehora scored two first half goals and added
another in the second period to pace the EKU women to a
5-1 victory over UC. Also adding scores in that match
were Karen Kolesar and Ginna Gohman.
Kat hy Wilson and Jane Hoppough scored a goal in each
half to lead EKU past the UK women, 4-2. This was
Eastern's first ever win over Kentucky.
Tuesday afternoon, the women defeated UL 2-0, as
Hoppough
and Nancy Sierra each came up with first
half goals.
Coach Peggy Stanaland's EKU squad goes against the
University olXentucky Friday in their first game of the
Kentucky Intercollegiate Women's Conference Tournament in Berea.
Eastern's Nancy Sferra (right) sprints for the ball
against Centre, while Shirley Wintjen (bottom) is
surrounded by University of Kentucky girls as she tries to
move the ball downfield during Eastern's 4-2 victory at
UK.

*
l
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Campuses face space shortages in dormitories
<( ontinurd From Page (inn
provides difficulties for those unhappy
with their roommate, for there may not
be an available room for them to move
into.
"In the long run, it's better for the
person involved to deal with the problem,
rather than move away from it. \ don't
know of anyone who has left school
for th»' reason alone."
Jack Hutchinson, head of men's
housing, described the present situation
in men's residence halls, "Right now we
are operating exactly at capacity, with
no vacant rooms and only three or four
vacant beds. Presently there are approximately 2.814 men in university
housing facilities. Of course, this figure
constantly changing."
It was necessary about three weeks
ago to move students out of rooms they
occupied on the top four floors of Keene
Hall, to make room for incoming law
enforcement personnel here oh temporary assignment. According to Dean
Hutchinson, "the students in these rooms
knew they were there temporarily and
wuld have to move. "They were placed
in 'no-show' spots. All the needed rooms
have been cleared, and the largest group
of law enforcement persons have already
been here."
To ease the housing situation, a few
men with private rooms were requested
to take roommates and received a refund
of the payment they had made for the
private room.
Hutchinson said, "this was only
necessary for a small number, for the
reason that this year there were fewer
'no-shows' than ever before. Also many
people walked in without ever having
made an application for dormitory
housing, yet expect a room. Men tend to
gel their applications in late, and this
causes confusion."

He feels "we were fortunate to take
care of everyone. We did a good job not
knowing the number
that were
going to be here. There would be no
problem if someone knew how many we
could plan for, but this is difficult, for
sometimes not even the student himself
knows if he can afford the deposit.
"Our problem is a pleasant one;
knowing there are that many more
students than last year. The situation
should ease for second semester, if the
dropout rate remains the same as in
previous years."
The head of women's housing, Miss
Mabel Criswell, described how things
stand at the present in the women's
dormitories. "We are in fine shape ad
not hurting for space
Withdrawals have left a few vacant beds
plus the departure of 16 student teachers,
but there is not a vacant room
available."
On closer examination of the figures,
the women's situation is not as tight as
the men's.
There ia a total of 48 vacant beds, with
Martin, Burnam and Sullivan having the
most, and Clay and Walters the fewest.
Two dorms, McGregor and Case are
completely full.
In Case, five girls are staying in an
apartment and guest rooms which are
normally not used for students, yet there
are five rooms with one bed empty making it theoretically full. At the
present there are 3,576 women on
campus, plus those living in the Turley
House, located across from Walters and
run by home economic:: majors.
According to Miss Criswell, a lack of
housing space was forseen in July and
August when late applications kept
coming in. "Two weeks before school,
girls were placed in Martin; then the

'74 Homecoming
(Continued From Page One)
the Burner Building, and the department
of Health, P.E., Physical Recreation and
Athletics in the Weaver Health Building
are both sponsoring Alumni Open Houses
for the graduates in the department.
The reunions of the class of 1964 and
1969 is provided by the Alumni
Association at 11:00 a.m. in the Powell
Building. Director J.W. Thurman says S3
reservations for the '64 class and 52
reservations for the '69 class have been
made so (,r
A prize will be given for the Alumnus
who travels the greatest distance to be
present at the occasion. Moreover, an
Alumni reception will be held after the

game in the Herndon Lounge in the
Powell Building.
The return of Doc Severinson and His
Now Generation Brass featuring
"Today's Children" will be the finale to
the Homecoming activities.
This is
Severinson's second appearance at
Eastern, his last visit being October of
1971.
Homecoming Dance and concert
tickets may be obtained at the Cashier's
window and the Powell Building information desk.
Tickets for the
Homecoming dance are priced at $2 a
person and S3 a couple. Doc Severinson's
concert is (2 for students and S4 for all
others and $4 at the door.

rush began. Freshmen through graduate f half of Martin Hall. It is now up to the
students were placed in Martin if they ' Council on Higher Education to decide
had submitted a late application or if
what should be done, and as of now the
Housing was uninformed of their arrival.
January date is not definite.
"I was surprised at the problem this
The Student Association, through the
fall, due to the drop in the number of 'no- ' Committee on Off-Campus Housing, has
shows'. At least we did not have the
been investigating the possibility of
difficulty with law enforcement space,
students being allowed to live offwe only had three to find room for. |
campus, and attempted to get campus
"The situation should ease even furreaction through its referendum on
ther if freshmen drop out as they have in
October 3. Although the total results
the past, possibly after midterm or the
have not yet been compiled, the turnout
end of first semester. Right now the girls
was disapointing, with a total of only 771
in Martin want to stay, when informed
students voting.
that there were empty beds in other
According to Karen Lane, Vicedorms, none chose to move."
president
ofthe
Student
Association and Chairman of the ComConcerning Martin Hall, Dean
mittee, their goals are to "arrive at some
Crockett said, "the structure of Martin
offers the best possible situation, even
policy where second semester juniors
and seniors could live off-campus if they
though this temporary arrangement has
become more permanently temporary.
could find a place; to give students this
Its location provides easy access to
option.
classrooms, and men and women have
"We realize that a policy could not be
the chance to work programs together.
enacted by next semester, our concern
"There have been complaints about
is to formulate the best possible policy.
noise, thus we have to work the R.A.'s
The financial side is also being conharder. We also are indoctrinating a new
sidered, for the university and the
graduate assistant there.
Although
students. We don't want to cause a mass
strange in appearance, I feel the girls
exodus from university housing."
have adjusted well."
Ms. Lane said the committee is
Eastern's board of Regents recently
presently "questioning other schools
ruled to change Keith Hall into faculty
about the same size as Eastern to find out
offices, wth possible closing of the dorm
what type of policy they have, and getafter the fall semester . Dean Crockett
ting statistics from Housing as to how
told the PROGRESS that their ruling was
many juniors and seniors and students
only giving permission to begin inover 21 are living in the dorms.
vestigation of this possibility.
Much
Valid and useful results will soon be
study is now going on, with many people
obtained from the referendum by secbeing consulted on the matter.
tioning the votes according to age, etc. ,
She stated, "The people involved will
After Housing sends us the figures we
be most conscious of the students, and
need, we may send out questionnaires,
what is best for them in general. This
since the referendum did not get much of
includes the consideration of what is best
a response."
for students in the future also."
Although the Sudent Association hopes
Dean Crockett pointed out that a
some type of policy may soon be reached,
Freshman Lizetle Hankins, a horticulture
similar situation arose two years ago.
week of mid-terms. Many students found
all three deans quest ioned did not seem
major from Richmond, satisfies the
"Burnam Hall was closed at the end of
studying outdoors mure practical with the
to be much in favor of the idea. Dean
the fall semester for renovation. At the
return of warmer weather this week.
Hutchinson feels that "inflation is "munchies" while studying during this busy
time it was an inconvenience, but the
causing students to come back to cammore modern facilities installed are now
pus, because they can't
afford costs
very beneficial to the students."
of utilities, food, and rent. We hope to
If Keith is closed. Miss Criswell said
draw them back by what we offer."
that its residents will be placed in
Miss Criswell doubts that students can
((ontinurd From Page One)
available vacant rooms in other dorms.
Williams that the Senate investigate the
find places to live and also thinks that
possibility of getting some type of
Many girls in Keith feel that it is a great
some have come back to campus. Dean
lighting in the Begley parking lot.
sacrifice for them to pack up at ChristCrockett believes that "onegets a great
days a week.
mas and return in January wth no idea of
education from living on campus.
Citing increased student need as the
regarding recent price increases on soft
where one will be living, and even with a
"I learned as much about people in a
result of the growth of the campus.
drinks (these prices have been raised to
strange roommate.
dorm as I did in sociology class. I feel
population. Senator Mike Green moved
30cents in the past two weeks). If such
At its last meeting, the Women's
sorry for those who don't take advantage
that a request be sent to the university
information is not received, the Student
Interdormitory Board unanimously
for increased lighting facilities on the
of the opportunity.
Senate will establish a boycott of all such
voted to send letters to President Martin,
intramural fields. The motion passed.
vending machines.
At present, Eastern's serious housing
the Council on Higher Education, and
Following is a brief synopsis of Senate
The body also approved a motion by
dilemma has been brought under control
other involved groups requesting that
action during Oct. 8 meeting.
David Wheeler that a policy change be
due
to
the
work
of
the
university
housing
Keith be closed at the end of the Spring
The body approved a motion by Buck
requested of the university regarding
staffs, but if the work of the Student
semester, rather than in January.
Yerian that the Senate institute a policy
sanitation or room inspections.
The
Association is successful, the longThey forsee problems in January if
of absentee ballots for future senate
change would involve bi-monthly checks
awaited
goal
of
optional
off-campus
there are not enough vacant beds,
elections.
instead of the weekly inspections now
living may be achieved.
possibly causing women to take the other
Also approved was a motion by Jeff g
being conducted.

Lessons take a licking

Senate investigates
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POSTMAN
$2495

FREE SIGNATURE
FAC- SIMILE
MONDAY
OCTOBER 28
KABOODLEBAG
$19 95

There's nothing like having a FleeBag* handy to get you—or someone else—in
the mood for travel. Here are three new ones. The Dapper Bag,™ In
brown or black, is lightweight soft vinyl, with giant zippers and an adjustable
shoulder strap The Kaboodle Bag'" has a free-form shape and 4 pockets outside.
4 pockets inside. The Postman now comes in handsome
dark brown with bright stripes Has side pocket, adjustable strap.
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Now you can find
a card that expresses
exactly how you feel
in the language of
today. Soft, photographs and illustrations set the mood
for your message.
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TUNIVERSITY STORE
KEENE JOHNSON BUILDING BUILDING

A hootin good party we mean, with Hallmark Halloween party accessories There's never a trick to
getting everything together, and the treat qpmes
later when you discover how easy clean-up time
has become
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Wnun you car* enough
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